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Promises, promises
The administration hasn't
decided where to establish a 24-
hour study area yet, in spite of
previous promises. Also at
question is the accessibility of a
quality photocopier on a 24-hour
basis.
_
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Extended hours
Wilf s now has extended hours;
they won't be kicking us out in the
afternoon anymore. WLGSO
President Byers credits the longer
hours to student. maturity and
awareness.
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WLCISG wrap-up
WL(JS(J had their first meeting
of the academic year. Several
items of note took place,
including discussion on the
closed meetings of the OMB.
"
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Tapping OSAP
Horace Braden, Director of
Student Awards at Laurier, likens
himself to "John the Baptist—a
voice in the wilderness." as he
fights for more funds to be used
for grants rattier than loans.
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Sounds of Siberry
Jane Siberry has gained much
popularity in recent years, and fast
Thursday's concert did much to
further build her image. Our two
reviewers got a chance to speak
to the talented lady following her
show.
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Rockin' reggae
Messenjah's reggae makes
them a really funband, according
to our reviewer. In spite of
administrative faux pas, the
concert was very enjoyable.
Hopefully, they will appear again
in this area before they depart for
the States.
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Hawks mauled
The McMaster Marauders
handed the football Hawks their
first loss of the regular season
with a 32-6 rout.
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Payment of athletes
Concordia University's athletic
department is in the hot seat
again, this time for alleged 'under
the table' payments to athletes.
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Pedestrian pool launched
by Bruce Maule
WLGSG's WALK program got underway Monday
night with a first class kick-off which included music,
donuts and coffee.
Matt Certosimo, one of the program's organizers, had
an informal session (on Monday night from 7:30p.m. to
9:30 p.m. in Willison Lounge) for students to come up
and meet all the people involved. At 9:30p.m. all the
Walkers (official organizers of the WALK program)
congregated in the Concourseand waited for night class
students (the people to whom the program isgeared) to
arrive.
CKCO-TV was on hand to report the event and
interview the night class students. Certosimo brought
SAMboard to the Concourse to supply music and the
coffee and donuts left over from the previous affair were
on hand again.
Approximately 30 walkers were on hand to travel
home with about 50 night class students.
The WALK program is an effort sponsored by WLGSG
to provide a measure of security to students walking
home at night. The WALKcommitteehas designated six
routes leading from the university and the idea is for
people to travel these routes in groups. When they seach
their homes they simply leave the group.
People are expected to meet in the Concourse at
10:00p.m. after a night ciass. They then join the croup
heading along their route so they worn: have to walk
home alone.
The group walk idea is both a method of promoting
safety and a way to turn a boring walk home into a social
event.
Susan Drayson, a first-year music student, said she
"can see using this service year-round. I'm not crazy
about the idea of walking home by myself. I'd run all the
way.''
Another person used the service to get as far as the
bus stop outside the Peters Building.
The real test of the program came, however, when
one student would wait half an hour after her class got
out for other people to walk home, "especially if it's dark
out."
The program will continue underofficial organization
for three weeks, after which time the groups will have to
organize under their own initiative.
Group walkers head for home
Students embark on the first group walk which is designed to promote safety
while walking home at night.
Photo by Karim Virani
Working conditions unsafe
by Andrea Cole
Looton, WLCISCJ's poster and
button-making service, is in violation
of not only the Ontario Building
Code, but the Health and Safety
Division of the Ministry of Labour,
and "could be closed down at any
time," according to Student
Publications President Andrew
Miller.
Ventilation in the new Looton
offices is inadequate, the WLUSCI
Board of Directors was told Sunday
evening, and Looton personnel risk
inhaling toxic vapours, as well as the
dangers of flammable and volatile
chemicals. As it now stands, Looton
is in violation of Section 1.5 of the
Ministry of LabourCode which states
that "adequate ventilation by
exhausting air eight or more times
per hour shall be provided." They are
also in violation of several similar
sections of the Ontario Building
Code.
Miller brought forth a motionthat a
ventilation system be installed to
eliminate the problem at a cost not
exceeding $2,000.
Matt Certosimo brought Kevin
Byers, who was WLCSU's first full-
time paid summer President, into the
discussion byasking him "Is there no
way you could have looked
into this
problem over the summer?" Byers
replied that he was "not aware of the
problem over the summer."
Amanda Bramall, Looton
Manager, charged that "you were
aware last year, Kevin, because that
(the installation of a new ventilation
system) was one of the reasons for
moving the rooms. You knew about
it last year."
Miller said he blamed himself for
not informing Byers more fully of the
problem, but that he had
"mentioned it in a casual sense" to
the WLCJSCi president when the
offices were changed. Complaints
from staff members prompted him
to bring it up to Byers at that time.
Although the old Looton offices
had windows, ventilation was
insufficient. Since they had been
operating under such conditions for
years, the need for more adequate
ventilation had not been stressed
until the staff complained, and Miller
mentioned it to Byers.
Bramall feels that the matter
should have been looked after long
ago. "I hope there's not going to be a
delay. I won't v/ork if it continues."
She is particularly frustrated at the
time it has taken to go through the
various Boards concerned.
Bramall now has to present a brief
to WLGSCJ Businesss Manager John
Karr, who will further research the
project. Bramaii says that the matter
will be pushed. It is her belief thai
motions of this sort should be
processed more quickly than
ordinary matters.
Bramall has worked in both theold
and new Looton offices, and she has
suffered headaches from chemical
vapours in the past. It is also possible
that other people in the same area as
the Looton office could suffer the
same side effects, such as chronic-
headaches. nausea, and conjunctiv-
itis, much "as a non-smoker who
innales someone else's smoke,"
says Bramall. Jane Flynn,
Commissioner of University Affairs,
confirmed this. "It gets Amanda
really high, it's not really safe."
The most immediate danger is to
Bramall and those who work in the
office, which is why she will not
continue to work if unnecessary
delay persists.
Nancy Novinka. WLGS (J
Treasurer and a representative of die
Building Committee, says that the
committee was responsible for
deciding where the rooms would go.
The committee "wasn't aware" of the
problem until it was brought to the
attention of the Board of Directors
says Novinka. She blames this lack
of information on the fact that "no
one wss around ttiis summer,"
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THINKING ABOUT LIFE AFTER LAURIER?
Procter & Gamble believes in the ability of Laurier graduates.
We're looking for people from all academic disciplines for career opportunities in Brand
Management, Sales Management, Finance, Purchasing and Distribution.
We're looking for people with ambition, leadership, the drive to excel, and a solid track record
of achievement and leadership.
We offer a dynamic, challenging environment where the development of our people is as
important as the products we sell.
Interested? Come and talk with some of our Laurier graduates. See us at:
Career Fair - September 25, 1984
theatre Auditorium - 10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
The Procter & Gamble Corporate Presentation - October 22, 1984
Paul Martin Centre - 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
| the Info Centre for students; and the 111
H Alumni Office (Bricker St.) for alumni 111
+subsidized by the WLU Alumni Association
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Universities underfunded
Bovey threatens accessibility
by J. David Black
Critical developments in the
funding and structuring
of post
secondary education in Ontario
threaten the ideal of accessibility to
universities and community colleges
for qualified applicants.
The most highly publicized agent
of such change is the Bovey
Commission, created last
December
by Dr. Bette Stephenson, Ontario's
Minister of Education. Attendant to
the Commission's mandate to
develop a "plan of action to better
enable universities in Ontario to
adjust to changing social and
economic conditions," Stephenson
has proposed specific changes to
the province's educational system.
These recommendations include
the concentration of faculties at
some schools, the elimination of a
number of faculties of education,
and the limiting of admission to
professional programs, such as
education, law, dentistry, and
medicine.
Such a redefinition of access to
university education occurs in the
wake of a decline in provincial
subsidies to institutional funding.
While full-time university enrollment
has increased by 62% since 1970-71,
the fundsallocated to the universities
on a per-student basis have fallen in
real dollars by 26% over the same
period.
(Jnderfunding has also affected
the quality of education for those
fortunate to attend. The ability of
Ontario universities to replace
equipment has dropped more than
one-half in ten years. Library
acquisitions, measured in real
dollars, have declined over 20% since
1976-77. Student/faculty ratios have
increased in the last four years by
over 15%, from a ratio of 13:8:1 to
10:9:1. Ontario now spends less per
university student than any other
province in Canada.
Colleges in Ontario have also been
subject to the Ministry's
funding cutbacks. Per-student
operating grants from the provincial
government for community colleges
have declined $428 in real dollars per
student between 1973 and 1981.
The traditional "open door" policy
has been abandoned to a
"controlled growth" philosophy
since 1981, because of the Ontario
government's refusal to finance a
necessary expansion of the college
system to meet the demands of
growing numbers of college
admission applicants. A Ministry task
force on college growth had found
that the workforce in 1980-81 was
already 20-25% too small to
accommodate qualified college
students.
The future of the post-secondary
educational system in Ontario is
clouded. The Council of Ontario
Universities' response to the Bovey
Commission's hearings, indicated in
a summary of their brief, that "fiscal
restraint has virtually eliminated the
universities' capacity to absorb
future enrollment growth."
A pamphlet published by the
Ontario Federation of University
Faculty Associations entitled "You,
the Future, and the Ontario
Gniversities," forecasts that at least
"50,000 qualified Ontario students
will not get into university by the year
1994." Anotherbooklet published by
the same organization notes that
access for working class people
remains low, and that further
restrictions "threaten to undo the
gains made by women and by part-
time students," their numbers
increasing in the years 1972-73 to
1982-83 by 10% and 5% respectively.
Women are believed to be
particularly vulnerable to the
proposed concentration of
economy-oriented science and
engineering faculties, for
such a
move has been perceived as a threat
to the social sciences, humanities,
arts and health-related rields, the
educational destination for 75% of
women enrolled in post-secondary
institutions.
WLG's response to the Bovey
Commission's challenge was
outlined in a brief written by a 19-
member task force chaired by Dr.
John Weir, President of WLCJ. It
emphasized the task force's belief
that "there is a permanent and
valuable place for the small and
excellent universities." The brief also
outlined the university's concern that
institutions should not receive less
funding because of their size.
WLCJSC's draft, directed by
WLCISCI President Kevin Byers,
argued that in permitting "the
government and economic
indicators to plan the education
system," the universities will
eventually "disappear." It also
recommended an increase in tuition
fees if student aid was increased
accordingly, and advocated the
raising of university admission
requirements to 70%.
School still studies lounge
by Laura Upcott
In spite of promises to inform
students of specific plans for a new
24-hour study area by early last week,
final decisions have still not been
made.
Previously, the reserve room on
the first floor of the library was
available for 24-hour study. This area
has now been replaced by faculty
offices, and the reserve room has
been relocated to the sixth floor. This
change also means students no
longer have 24-hour access to a
good quality photocopy machine.
Early in June, Wes Robinson,
Director of Physical Plant and
Planning, stated in a Ccrd interview,
"We will be meeting soon to decide
exactly which rooms will be available
as study areas, and will have come to
a definite decision by fall." However,
the problem remains unsolved: on
Friday morning, Vice-President
Academic Dr. Russell Muncaster was
still unable to say where the new 24-
hour study area would be located
and when it would be available for
use.
Muncaster explained that a
committee consisting of himself,
Wes Robinson and Kevin Byers has
been formed to look at the matter.
"We are looking into better
possibilities," he added. Muncaster
promised that he would inform the
students as soon as the committee
decides on the specifics of the plan.
Temporarily, students can use
room L235 on the second floor of
the library for 24-hour study. There is
not, however, a 24-hour photocopier
available to students at this time.
Muncaster does not feel that there is
a real demand for one in September
but promises, "When there is a
permanent solution there will be a
photocopier available."
Although Eric Schuitz, Chief
Librarian, has complained that the
old reserve room was misused by
"people eating and making
excessive noise," Muncaster says
that there will be no extra staff in the
new 24-hour study area.
WLUSU blew Jay tickets
by Bruce Arculus
What if
you threw a party and no
one showed up? WLUSU must
have felt much the same way when
they couldn't even give away tickets
to last Thursday's Toronto BlueJay
game at Exhibition Stadium.
Peter Nosalik, WLGSCJ's Special
Events Co-ordinator, had arranged
for the purchase of 40 tickets on
the 3rd base line for Thursday's
game. Including return bus fare for
the bus WLCJSCJ had rented, the
price, for students was to be $15,
but by noon on Wednesday, only
six tickets had been sold.
Mosalik then decided to drop the
price to $5 and cancel the bus,
hoping that someone, somewhere,
would take the tickets off his hands.
By noon on Thursday, there were
no takers. It also looked as if it
might rain.
By now in a state of combined
frustration and panic, Mosalik tried
to give the tickets away. It was
thought that if they could tell as
many of the icebreakers as
possible, the seats wouldbe quickly
taken on a first come, first serve
basis. It would also serve as a
gesture of thanks to
the
icebreakers, said Nosalik. So he re-
ordered the bus, which was to
depart for the gameat 5:30. Shortly
after 5:00, Nosalik was still running
around trying to unload seven free
tickets on anyone who wanted to
go. The weather was looking quite
ominous.
Nosalik was in a state of deep
depression. "After the Blue Jays
lost on the weekend, I figured the
ticket sale might go badly, but not
this badly. I had nightmares about
them going this badly," he
moaned.
And how about the extra tickets?
Did someone finally take them? "I
think so," said Nosalik. "I didn't go
myself."
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We can help if you
have an unwanted
pregnancy. For
information and
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579-3990
APPLICANTS TO
ONTARIO MEDICAL
SCHOOLS
Applications for all Ontario
medical schools must he received
at the Ontario Medical School
Application Service (OMSAS)
on or before November 15, 1984.
For applications write to:
O.M.S.A.S.
P.O. Box 1328
Guelph, Ontario
NIH 7P4
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PHARMACY
MONDAY — FRIDAY 9:30 am. - 9flo p.m.
SATURDAY 9:30 - 6:00 p.m.
258 KING ST. N., WATERLOO — 885-2530
(Just north of 7-F.teven)
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TIME MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOPS
THURSDAYS 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
September 27, October 4, and 11# "
Room P2027 - 29 %
• Do you
wonder how you will fit in all your
academic
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requirements and your social life this semester? \\* . ■
• Do you try to do too many things at once?
'
, .
® Do you find yourself one day before a deadline rushing to get
everything done?'
The TIME MANAGEMENT workshop series will focus on. ways to
control your time,
avoid procrastination and be better organized. Its
all free, but sign up in the Student Services Centre, Upper
Floor.
Instructor: Sarah Koiasiewicz
Study Skills Program
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SUB undergoing changes
by D.M. Kastelic
The Student (Jnion Building has been "long
overdue" for changes, according to WLCISCI
President Kevin Byers. Consequently, $32,000
is being spent to revamp the building's third
floor.
The 1984-85 capital expenses budget sets
the money aside for the purchase of new
furniture for the T.V. Lounge, and the painting
of the lounge, hallway, and WLGSO offices.
Since there have been no major
expenditures in the building since its
completion in 1970, Byers justifies the
expense by saying that "anything compared to
nothing seems high."
Some re-organization of office space has
also been undertaken. Student Pubs Manager,
Campus Clubs Co-ordinator, and the new
Lounge Supervisor Ken Withers haveall found
new locations. As well, Looton, the poster
service, has been moved to a location which is
causing some problems. (See story, page one)
An office has also been set up so that WL(JS(J
Board of Directors will have regular office
hours. These hours will be posted on the door
of the Board Room so that students will have
access to those they elected. A glass-enclosed
bulletin board will also be installed in the TV
Lounge.
Since WLCISCJ is one of only two university
student unions that are not yet automated,
57,500 has been allotted for a new
computer
system. Cash registers were also purchased
for Wilfs and the Turret for quicker service.
Byers expects the renovations to be
completed by the second week in November.
WLUSU board wrap up
□ The by-election date was set to fill the seat
vacated by former Arts Director Larry O'Reilly.
[Nominations are open from September 17th
to 28th, followed by Campaign Week from
October 1 st to 9th. The election day selected is
October 10th.
□ An office has been set up for WLCISC board
members. They will have regular office hours,
which will be posted on the door of the office
on the 3rd floor of the student union building.
□ Jim Gabel was voted in as the Vice-
Chairperson to replace Larry O'Reilly.
□ Andrew Miller, President of Student
Publications, said that the summer Cords were
well received, as was the Pocket Planner, Miller
also reported on the status of the inter-
residence yearbook, which he had hoped to
sell in advance to residence students during
registration. Both Jim Wilgar, Head Registrar,
and Mike Belanger, Director of Housing,
vetoed the idea. Miller noted that Student
Publications has the exclusive right to
advertising for the student press, and that
discussions were underway with other
organizations on campus, such as the
Athletics Department, to point out the
duplication of services being offered to
advertisers.
□ Amanda Bramall, the Looton Manager, has
been "very busy", according to Miller. A button
making service, with prices lower than local
retailers, will be offered to students. They have
already received orders for several hundred
buttons. The prices will be $ 17 for 25 buttons,
$32 for 50,and $57 for 100. The lowest price
elsewhere is $67 for 100, Miller said.
□ Mario Henriques is the Arts and Lectures
Co-ordinator. He has lined up three speakers
and a mime group to appear this year. The
dates have yet to be determined.
□ $472 was needed to replace two speakers
stolen from Willison Lounge in the summer
time. Some discussion ensued as to how this
was managed, as the Turret is supposedly a
locked and secure room.
□ The Bovey Commission was brought up
again; Vice President Barb Miot chastised the
board for its lack of input, saying that she was
"disappointed...from the information we had,
the briefwas the best we could do, but itwould
have been a lot better if we had more input."
Jane Flynn noted that "everyone was elected
on the basis of their opinions, so everyone
should have responded in spite of the bad
timing of the Commission." Kevin Byers said
that the Bovey Commissioners will not be
returning to the campus.
□ The dates for the return of the refundable
fee for the construction of the new Arts Centre
were announced. They are to be September
29 to October 12, and refunds are available
from the business office. Terry Purcell thought
that three weeks "was a long time," and
blamed the Cord for what she termed as
unfavourable press regarding the issue.
Barb Mlot said thatthe new students nave to be
educated about the issue, so that they can
appreciate the need for the Arts Centre.
□ Discussion took place over "a conflict of
interests" between WLCJSCI board members
who were employed by the student union.
□ The role of the OMB was brought up.
During the last meeting, board members Scott
Howe and Matt Certosimo tried to attend, but
the OMB has always held closed meetings.
Howe proposed that minutes be distributed
within two days of all OMB meetings, but the
motion was defeated.
□ WLCISCI President Byers announced
intentions to have a board member sit on the
Student Publications Board. Byers claimed
that there was a "void of information" and that
one of our board members should sit on their
board. The motion passed with little
discussion.
Wilf's open
in afternoon
by Bruce Arculus
For all of those who enjoy a drink in the
afternoon, or just the pleasant atmosphere in
Wilfs, rejoice! Wilfs, after years of student
pleas, has finally extended its hours.
Wilfs new hours will be noon to six, then
eight until 11:30 Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, then eight until 12:30 for the next
three nights of the week.
When WLCJSO President Kevin Byers made
the announcement at last Sunday's WLCISCI
board meeting, it was greeted by a round of
applause.
Afterwards, Byers said that WLGSCJ
considers Wilfs as a service, and if the new
hours are abused, they "wouldn't hesitate to
close it up again." Abuse, according to
Byers, means "a large number of students
suddenly missing classes, showing up for
class intoxicated." However, he "doesn't
anticipate any problems."
In the past, Wilt's has been closed every day
from two until four. Byers has worked on this
project over the summer, attempting to
convince the school administration that
students were indeed responsible enough to
deserve the extra time. "My understanding is,
and this is based on mainly rumours and
gossip, that students in the past didn't
approach the administration properly. Instead
of asking, they demanded," Byers said.
As far as the turn around this year by the
administration, Byers said that WLCJSG's
stance of "educating students to the danger of
alcohol abuse by such programs as Bacchus,"
coupled with the success of non-alcohol
events at Orientation, and other events, helped
the cause for longer hours at Wilf s.
Byers also noted that a study was
undertaken at Wilf s last year from January
until April, which showed that for every
alcoholic drink sold, there were two non-
alcoholic drinks consumed by patrons.
Specials, such as coffee deals and non-
alcoholic soft drinks, also played a role, said
Byers.
At the board meeting, it was jokingly raised
that WLCISCJ should now push for the six-to-
eight spot to be open. Byers dismissed this by
saying that "there was no demand for it yet.'
Byers is confident that students will enjoy
the extra hours, and that there will be no
problems with it. "We've invested a great ileal
of trust in the students, and we hope thev will
respond to that," he said
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Montreal Symphony Orchestra
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OSAP concerns Braden
"I'm like John theBaptist--a voice
in the wilderness," said WLCI's
Director of Student Awards Horace
Braden as he commented on his
efforts to bring about changes in the
OSAP program.
Braden said that it was a "basic
concern" of his that "more funds
were available for students in the
form of loans yet not in grants."
Although Ontario has not seen the
dramatic increase in applications it
experienced last year, Braden feels
that the same problem of having
proportionately less moneyavailable
for grants remains.
While the government raised the
amount of moneyavailable for loans,
the grant increase was insignificant-
less than one-half of one percent
from the 1982-'B3year to the 1983-
'84 year.
Yearafter year, students take loans
from the government, often
increasing their debt load to
disturbing proportions. Braden cited
the case of one sth yer student at
Laurier with a massive debt of over
$12,000. This debt will be interest-
free for six months after graduation,
but then the student must pay
interest at a slightly substandard rate.
If the student is unseccessful in
finding a job. the ramifications are
clear — it would be impossible to
raise the money, and difficult at best
to put a substantial dent in it.
Braden feels that this point "can't
be stressed too strongly," but healso
said that "there isn't any quick fix."
He also noted that since the
provincial government is responsible
for the allocation of the funding, the
recent change in the federal
government won't affect the
situation, "in all fairness, the
government income is down. It just
doesn't have the income it had ten
years ago," Braden said.
Braden is a memberof theOntario
Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators, which is working to
remedy the situation with alternatives
such as the Ontario Work Study
Program. The program, funded
jointly by the government and the
school, pays the wages of students
working on andoff campus on a part-
time basis, providing that they can
qualify as being "in financial need."
"University is a great expense-
save beforehand to reduce your
dependency, or perhaps study part-
time," suggested Braden. But the
only solutions for those who wish to
attend full time are, according to
Braden,"personal budgeting, a
responsible financial attitude, and
careful planning with parents."
W.L.U.-er corrections
The following corrections are to the
W.L.(J.-er, distributed last week in
the Cord.
The Dean of Social Work is not
Dr. Yelaha; the correct spelling of
his name is Yelaja.
The phone number for K-W
Oktoberfest Inc. is not 579-0571. If
you need information about
Oktoberfest, please contact the
information service at 576-0571.
The hours for Placement and
Career Services are also different
from what is published in the
handbook. It is important to note
that the hours for PCS are:
Monday-Wednesday 8:30 a.m.-
8:30p.m. Thursday and Friday
the office closes at 4:30.
We apologize for the mistakes
and any inconvenience they may
have caused.
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WLUSU
ARTS DIRECTOR
BY-ELECTION
OCTOBER 10
1 position available
Nominations close
September 28th at 4pm
Further information available
in the WLGSG office
CEO
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WLUSU politics
Matt Certosimo was elected to the WLUSCI board of director's last
February with a mandate from the students to expand WLCISU's role
beyond that of a "social convenor" and"beer and pizza fund".
In the time that Certosimo has sat on the board, he has managed to
alienate himself from all but one or two people in WLUSCI by trying to
make changes. These changes have not been accepted by other people
on the board and he has been labelled a troublemaker and loudmouth
for his efforts. His latest escapade justifies these labels.
Last week Certosimo tried to gain access to an Operations
Management Board (OMB) meeting. The OMB is a six person board
made up of the five executives erf WLCIStJ and the President of Student
Publications. Certosimo, along with sidekick Scott Howe, tried to attend
this meeting on the premise that it was their responsibility to the students
to be on top of everything. The upstart board members were not allowed
in the meeting following a lengthy screaming match.
So what does Certosimo want? He claims that he wants change. He
claims he wants to make WLCJSCI more of a government and less of a
corporation. He wants WLUSCI to be more open to the students and he
wants the board of directors to have more power in the decision-making
process. His biggest scheme is to develop a WLUSU constitution.
Reaction to Certosimo's actions has been negative, the common belief
being that he is making all this fuss so he can catch the attention of the
campus press and build himself a cushion for the election in February
~
~
The petty thinking of politicians continues to be amazing. Instead of
listening to someone who offers a suggestion for change, they shut their
eyes and ears and claim that it is all an election ploy on the part of some
radical within their ranks.
Certosimo wants to bring the issues and the questioning back into
WLUSU. He doesn't want the board of directors to be a rubber stamp for
the Chief Electoral Officer and his executive. He wants to know why some
decisions are made and others aren't
Certosimo is no saint, however. He did not contribute to WLUSU's brief
to the Bovey Commission. Here is an issue that he, along with the other
board members, could have done a lot with. He also cannot expect the
OMB to open their meetings to the board members or the general public.
Mo government, or business for that matter, can operate efficiently and to
its maximum ability if the organizers and executive cannot get together to
plan strategies and operations.
There are things in WLUSU tha* need changing. The OMB for
example, is too powerful. This is not a belief held only by Matt Certosimo.
but by other board members who would not normally line themselves up
with Certosimo. The members of the OMB are responsible for the
different concerns of WLUSU, and the people that fill these positions also
find themselves chairing the main committee of WLCISd Those
committeesare where WLUSU's planning is supposed to go on, where
decisions are made and proposals taken back to the board. Instead, what
happens is that the OMB, because of their power in the chair position,
control the committees and the way the committee will operate.
Last year, in another example, it looked as if an OMB decision to
purchase a tape deck was going to be overturned by the board. When
one of the board members asked about the ramifications of a no vote,
the president at the time (Tom Reaume), answered that the OMB would
have to resign as the vote would be a sign of non-confidence. The
purchase was quickly approved. Who holds the power? Mot the
board members. More importantly, the OMB knows it has that power-
who wants to force the resignation of somebody over the purchase of a
tape deck?
The board has to become stronger, and the oniy way to become
stronger is to become more involved. One way would be to have the
committees —a!! committees —chaired by the board members.
Instead of organizing an Anyone But Certosimo (ABC) campaign, why
not look at some suggested changes and debate their merits and
feasibility within WLCISCI, our student government?
Chock KMdialh
Cord number three is done and
we did it in record time. We
actually got home before the sun
got a chance tto rise. Thanks to
everyone who stayed that did not
have to and I hope everyone that
had the Cord Cold gets better
soon.
letters
Dean Nichols warns against potential alcohol offenders
We have four home football
games this season with one of those
being September 29th "Home-
coming". I am sure there will be
many parties and social gatherings
that weekend. I would like to remind
you, however, that there
are specific
laws prohibiting the consumption of
alcoholic beverages in public places.
The football stadium is one of those
places. There are many activities
planned for that weekendand I hope
you would have the courtesy to
recognize the law and leave your
booze at home and plan your parties
after the game. To assist in crowd
control and proper enforcement of
provincial regulations, ! am
encouraging the civil authorities to
search for alcoholic beverages at the
entrance gate, using our own
university and student security to
patrol the stands. I am also
instructing theregional police to take
action against offenders.
1 am trying to give fair notice to the
student body and encourage civic
responsibility at the same time. 1 want
you to have funand enjoy the football
game but will not allow a university
athletic event to become an excuse
for disorderly behavior because we
have neglected to provide proper
enforcement of the laws.
If you are one of the unfortunate
ones we must deal with, it will not be
because you haven't been fairly
warned, i would appreciate your co-
operation.
This letter is directed to onfy a few
potential offenders and ! certainly
encourage the attendance and
enthusiasm of the many of you who
appreciate the talents of our athletic
teams and the desire for responsible
crowd behavior. I askifor your
support and co-opertßon.
Fred. L. Nichols
Dean of Students
Impressed by WLUSU
I would like to take this timeto set
the record straight aboutour student
government After sitting in on a
WLGSCI board meeting Sunday
night, I was duly impressed by the
organization of this group of fellow
students.
The members, for the most part,
seemed fully prepared for questions
and answers relating to committees
in which each are responsible. They
work together as one stated, "like a
corporation," yet in the interestof the
students at WLU, "like a
government." All members get a
chance to say what they wish
regarding the subjects put forth.
This, as I saw firsthand, gives many
different points of view, and although
sometimes tedious and stagnant,
they represent us-the average
student.
Another point that should be
noted is that we, the average
students, are not onty allowed to sit
and listen to the meeting but are also
encouraged to put forth pertinent
questions. As for the high
percentage of students who do not
vote, and feel these positions have no
bearing on official University policy,
they should attend one of these
meetings and get involved or keep
quiet until they have proof backing
up their opinions and statements.
There should not be the degree of
bad publicity that our Board receives
or the apathy of some students.
From an objective point of view, and
after attending a meeting, 1 believe
the board should be given its due
respect. A respect, that is, that
deservces the interestof constructive
critics. Michael Welter
Byers asks for SAFE assistance
I am writing to you as President of
the Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union in request of your
assistance. As you are aware, the
Students' Union has initiated a
program known as S.A.F.E.
Students Aware of Friends
Eyerywhereisa new service provided
by WLUSU to forewarn all members
of Wilfrid Laurier University about
measures you can take to increase
your safety.
A component of this program is
WALK. WALK allows students to
walk home in groups rather than
alone. It should not be referred to as
an Escort Service, but rather a group
walk home.
Anyway, the reason i am seeking
your help is that WALK needs
WALKERS to assist us in getting
itself underway. WALKERS are
volunteers who will be in charge of
groups and provide the necessary
leadership in helping to assure the
students that ail qroups are
organized and leave the Concourse
on their designated route. The
commitment is minimal as it
involves WALKing twice (2) during a
three (3) week period. Enclosed is a
brief explanation with the names and
numbers of those you should get in
touch with.
Thank you for your attention to
this request and assistance.
Kevin Byers
President WLGSCI
Development fee defense
I feel 1 must defend the need to
donate to the Development Fund.
Wilfrid Laurier is steeped in a
tradition of commitment to
excellence both in academic
programs and facilities. By donating
to the Development Fund, students
would ensure that Laurier's role in
Canada will not diminish. There is a
gap in our facilities that can only be
met by providing capital for the
Universities physical needs (such as
the Arts Centre). We must raise our
standing reputation to an even
higher standard. We must have the
opportunity to give something that
wili benefit our image and add value
to our Ciniversity.
A contribution to the capital needs
of Lauder not only gives something
tangible back to the Ciniversity but
provides the students with
opportunity to give. We must receive
the benefits tht are important to
students both present and future.
The University Arts Centre is an
institution that not only needs our
contributions but deserves them.
$7.50 is so litt'e to give to help
change and excei in our pursuit of a
stronger Laurier.
Teny Pursell
WIUSCI board member
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What's up Chuck?
by Chuck Tatham
How would the Automobile Club of
America rate WLG? I mean really, if Laurier
were a resort, some big cheese would
come hereand write up the
WLG facilities in
the 1985 Travellers' Guide. Well gang, Ive
decided to save them a lot of trouble. The
following is an in-depth evaluation of all of
Laurier's wining, dining, and relaxation
facilities. Sit back, relax, and pretend you're
a tourist considering a couple of weeks at
the "LAURIER INN".
DINING - Three dining facilities exist at the
Laurier Inn. For the formal diner there is, of
course, what locals refer to as
the dining
hall. A quaint little spot styled quite
accurately after the concentration campsof
1940 Germany, this den of comestible
delight serves three meals a day, whether
you like it or not. The sterile atmosphere
lends the food a certain "je ne sais pas",
and the manner in which the food is served
(a la ladle and shovel) gives diners the
feeling that their entree will leap off their
plate and grab them by their throat. Most
people who eat at the dining hall come
back a second time, usually accompanied
by a lawyer. Excellent.
For quick lunches and snacks, the
Laurier Inn offers the services of the
'Torque Room', named after its first diner
fatality, Elmer Torque. Noted for its fast
service and motor oil gravy, the Torque
Room is a special treat for campers and
tourists who revel in the thought that a
stomach pump is available at a cost of only
50 cents. Not Pretty.
Last, but not least, is of course the potato
chip bar in the Laurier Inn Games Room.
Noted for its selection and freshness of
food, the potato chip bar is manned 14
hours a day by an employee who many
times understands 50 to 100 words of the
English language. Ask about the discount
for snooker players. Fair.
RECREATION • Many tourists come to the
Laurier Inn exclusively because of its
amazing recreational facilities. As was
previously mentioned, the Games Room is
very popular with pool players and video
game fanatics alike.
Are you a fitness buff? If so, the Laurier
Inn is for you. The athletic centre at the
Laurier Inn is known the world over for
having one of the most intimidating weight
rooms in the western hemisphere. You
won't get a chance to lift any of the weights,
but if you're lucky a steady stream of
egocentric women will entertainyou as they
playfully attempt to do flexibility exercises in
excessively tight outfits.
LODGING Three separate lodging
facilities exist at the Laurier Inn. They are led
in prestige by the Clara Conrad Wing, which
boasts a surprisingly high femaie
population. Complete with Orwellian
surveillance cameras every 12 feet, the
Clara Wing is known for its friendly
atmosphere and "cool" bedrooms. Good.
The second section of Laurier Inn's
lodging is Willison Ranch. Many a buckeroo
has slept in the authentic American Civil
War barracks located at the top of Football
Hill. If you're an American frontier buff, and
you
like mounting up early in the
morning, this is for you. If you don't like
mounting up early in the morning, keep
your
door locked so no one gets in your
room. Good.
The last, yet possibly most famous
section of the Laurier Inn's lodging, is Little
Towers. Decorated by Ray Charles and
maintained by Plasmatics roadies, this
monument in architecture attracts bigwigs
from all over the world. Each room has its
own work of art on the wall, sometimes
referred to as a big stain. Comments
ranging from "Where's the can?" to
"The
janitor was vacuuming my room at 5 am"
aptly capture the essence of this
indescribable place. Excellent.
letters
Another defense of the Development Fund
Students seem to be wondering what, if
anything, will they receive from their $7.50
contribution to the WL(J Development Fund
each term. Nothing and a tax receipt is not
the right answer. Sure the moneycontributed
by students over the next six years is
earmarked for an Arts/Culture centre that
won't be built in time for all of us toenjoy itas
students.
However, we have already seen the WLG
Development Fund: Excellence in the
Eighties provide results. The Dining
Hall
renovations over the summer and the
addition of two new floors into the library are
direct results of Development Fund initiative.
It was generally agreed that the willingness
of the students to contribute to the Fundand
meet our goal of $360,000 would set the
pace for other contributions from sources
such as alumni, faculty and staff at WLU,
corporate donations and, more importantly,
the provincial government.
The Alumni Affairs Office & WLUSG regret
not being more organized and not indicating
the money paid by students was a refundable
contribution.
All who wish refunds will have a three-week
period to fill out the form to receive such.
Nobody is going to be shot for asking for a
refund, that is your decision. I urge anyone
considering a refund to attend an
information session to learn more about the
WLCI Development Fund.
John Coupland
OSAP system questioned
News comment by Bruce Maule
A subject dear to the hearts of many
people is OSAP. As with so many
things these days there are special
interest groups who have slightly
skewed opinions, to say the least.
There is a group in favour of OSAP.
They, as always, are the ones who
receive grants or loans.
There is the group who are against it.
They are the ones who don't receive
any grants or loans.
Then, of course, there is the ever
popular majority who simply couldn't
care less. We'll ignore that group for
now.
Some will argue against OSAP, but
most people see the need for it Many
people would be largely unable to
attend a post-secondary institution
without some financial assistance. If not
for OSAP, it is likely that only the rich
would be able to go to university,
although probably not to the extent
claimed by OSAP defenders.
The fact, however, that some such
system is needed does not imply that
the system we have now is good. Look
at some of the people who suffer now
because of its rules.
Many students are refused OSAP
because the government determines
their parents have enough resources to
support them. What
it neglects to
account for is those parents who refuse
to support their children. After all, every
other sector of society considers them
independent adults. You may not find
many people in this predicament, but
that's because they couldn't afford to
come here.
The student who 'qualifies' for OSAP
never has to worry about this.
Many a student is raised with a large
dose of pride in his or her personality.
As a result, even if the parents of these
students are prepared to support them
while in school, it is a dependency they
cannot stand. OSAP refuses them and
understandably, the student does not
want to deprive his or her parents of
the $5,000 per year it takes.
The student who qualifies' for OSAP
never has to worry about this, either.
Then there is the constant misuse of
the system. Every person who is
reading this column knows of more
'OSAP stereos', OSAP vacations', and
OSAP stock portfolios' than people
who honestly need the money they
receive and duly spend it on their
education.
But the flaw with OSAP goes much
further. If you accept the premise that
the incentive to work is what has
brought us our current wealth (a
reasonable premise by almost anyone's
account), then you must be unhappy
with the OSAP system.
The key to our society's success is
the idea that working harder is better
because it provides more wealth for
everybody. OSAP actively discourages
this.
Consider this. A student could take
the summer off and claim to have been
unable to find a job. He or she will then
be excused from having to contribute
any money to his or her education (in
the eyes of OSAP). On the other hand
you could work like a dog all summer
and earn enough money so that OSAP
will disqualify you from applying. It
doesn't take an economist to realize
this actively discourages work and
thereby essentially causes negative
results.
Another example is your parent's
predicament. It gets to the point where
it is to their advantage to drop their
income to about $25,000 per year while
you are attending university. This way
you will get OSAP and they won't have
to contribute. If they work harder and
earn $40,000, the end result after taxes
and paying $5,000 for your education
per year will be a similar standard of
living as the $25,000 income level
would have.
Obviously this again actively
discourages the fundamental basis of
our economy -hard work-vyhich should
lead to a real gain.
What's the solution? Save all the
money now being spent on processing
claims and checking the accuracy of
applications. Cancel grants and offer
only loans (this is slowly occurring
anyway). Finally, offer a minimum loan
to every university student of about
$3,000, regardless of his or her ability
to pay.
Do these things and the government
will save money, streamline the system,
make it more fair for everyone and
restore a basic component of our
economy-the incentive to work.
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Watergate head defends spies
WATERLOO(CGP) — "Spies are the eyes and
ears of the country. Without eyes and ears,
you're blind and deaf."
G. Gordon Liddy firmly believes a country
must possess a clandestine information
network to solve situations which threaten its
national security.
Liddy should know. Described by a court
judge as the Mr Big'' of the Watergate affair,
Liddy is one of the convicted Watergate
burglars who raided the Democratic
Convention Headquarters in Washington in a
bid to secure the re-election of Richard Nixon
in 1972.
Along with E. Howard Hunt, Liddy proposed
and carried out part of a sweeping intelligence
plan to ensure Nixon's victory.
But Liddy, speaking to a receptive audience
at the University of Waterloo Sept. 11,
maintained the Watergate affair had nothing
to do with the (Jnited States' national security.
"It was an intelligence gathering operation
for a president with whose cause I agreed."
"Every four years (in an election), each side
mounts similar intelligence gathering
operations. It's all part of the system."
Liddy said the tricks and ploys used to
discredit Edwin Muskie, a former Republican
candidate, and George McGovem, the
Democratic opponent to Richard Nixon, were
typical of behind the scenes American politics.
"The nature of man does not change," he
said.
Liddy said he knew what he did was illegal,
but was prepared to do it again if necessary.'
"If you can't lose, you can't win," he said of
the risks involved.
But he claims he "ultimately prevailed",
even though he was convicted and
imprisoned. "And as far as I'm concerned,
that's all that counts."
Speaking on government: the public
perception versus reality, Liddy said he sees
nothing wrongwith giving lectures and writing
books about his illegal activities.
"It's the American
way to be a success."
Regina deficit cuts classes
REGIMA (C(JP) — The financially strapped
University of Regina has cancelled more than
60 courses it planned to offer off-campus this
year, leaving hundreds of students scrambling
for credits.
Faced with a $2 million deficit, the university
board of governors decided at its August
meeting to cut 63 courses from a scheduled
list of 123. The couses were to be offered
through the university's extension program
run jointly with Saskatchewan's community
colleges and had the lowest enrolment so far.
Herb Kindred, University Extension Dean,
acknowledged the move came less than a
month before classes were scheduled to
begin. He said the university knew in April it
would have to cancel some courses but failed
to notify the parties involved.
Gae Jones, University Extension
Department Assistant, said community
college officials are angry that the university
did not warn them of the cuts.
It is not known how many students are
affected and how much money will be saved
by the decision.
Kindred said he hopes the provincial
government supplies more money to the
university to fund the program but he said he
fears the extension program may be closed
down entirely.
The university and the community colleges
fund the off-campus courses jointly, with the
university paying about $2,000 a course and
the community college about $ 1,200 to ,500
each.
UBC admin 'party-poopers'
VANCOUVER (CLIP) ■ At most universities,
parties are a part of residence life. But at the
University of 8.C., this social activity may be no
more.
ÜBC s student housing office wants to crack
down on parties and drinking in residenceand
has come up with some strict rules. But some
students fear the move will encourage
students to drink and drive.
The housing's office's proposals include:
*no parties of any kind from Sunday to
Thursday night.
*all residence-wide parties scheduled by the
authorities must have professional bar staff.
*students must see a counsellor after two
alcohol-related offences and a newly created
alcohol committee will determine when
offences occur.
*no drinking games at organized social
functions.
Student union representative Nancy
Bradshaw said the proposals are ridiculous
and urged students who disagreed to voice
their protest in the form of petitions.
Katherine Fitzgerald, a former residence
night beer manager, said the rules will not
prevent students from drinkinq off-camDus.
Many will not hesitate to drive their cars to the
nearest outlet, she added.
"Just because students can't drink here
doesn't mean it'll stop them," she said.
Bovey denies radical changes
WATERLOO (CUP) - A radically different
university system will unlikely be set up in the
wakeof a report by a commission investigating
the future development of Ontario's
universities, according to the commission's
chair.
Edmund Bovey, one of three members of a
commission formed last year to plan the
reshaping of Ontario's universities, denied that
the report will prompt the provincial
government to strip some universities of a
chance to expand.
"The universities have done a remarkably
good job and there will be opportunities for
all,'' Bovey said at the Sept. 10 hearing at
Wilfrid Laurier University.
Bovey also denied that the commission was
formed to pacify the critics of Bette
Stephenson, Ontario's universities and
colleges minister, many of whom complained
of poor planning in Ontario's education
system.
The commission, which is conducting
hearings throughout Ontario and delivers its
report in November, recently heard a
presentation from the Council of Ontario
Universities.
Council representatives argued that
Ontario's universities have been grossly
underfunded for the past decade and
continuation of this policy will spell disaster
for the province's post-secondary education.
Council Chair Alvin Lee urged the
commission to "make the case (to
government) that chronic, sustained
underfunding is the problem; all other
problems are minor in comparison."
University of Waterloo President Doug
Wright said universities will be forced to reject
students or increase tuition dramatically, if the
government does not pump more money into
education.
But commission members refused to
discuss the question of underfunding, saying
their terms of reference only allowed them to
examine current funding levels.
Bovey said, "underfunding may only be
marginal" in relation to all university
expenditures, a problem that a "relatively
modest amount of money" would solve.
At the commission's first stop at the
University of Guelph, 17 students set up
pickets outside the building where the hearing
was taking place. Joanne Bruce, Guelph's
central student association vice-president
academic, said the students expressed their
opposition to the threat of more education
cutbacks.
Bruce said she thinks the one-and-a-half
hour protest will encourage other students to
participate in a provincial demonstration
slated for Sept. 28. Students are angrier than
they were a few years ago, she added.
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Chili & Coney Island Dogs
Thursday
Enjoy our Wings & Ribs Combo - $7.95
Join us for special Thursday Happy Hour 9:30 - 10:30
Saturday
AU-the-wings-you-can-eat,
just $5.95 — 12p.m. - 4p.m.
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With this ad and University ID,
Free Admission to Tres Hombres Concert H
Question
of the Week
photos by Carl VanLandschoot
How doyou feel the Bovey Commission's suggestions to become more!
specialized will affect Laurier in the years to come?
I think it will restrict our minds;
the student will become too
narrow-minded. There is more to
life than just business and
I feel that
the school would become just
business and economics.
Dawn Edwards
Fourth year business
I feel that because it is a small
university that it will be to a
disadvantage because I'm an arts
student I feel that it will become a
school full of bus. knobs to the
detriment of everyone.
Jim Smith
Third year history
What will probably happen is that
the university will becomebusiness
only and therefore will lose the
interaction between the different
faculties. 1 don't like the idea of
restructuring it.
Anne Heron
Second
year Business
I agree with thearticle in theCord
that it restricts the number of fields
that you can be in whenyou goto a
University. Too specialized.
Anne Williamson
Business Diploma
By having other faculties in the
university it has an effect on the
business program. It would
adversely affect it because the
other faculties affect business in
real life; they should affect it in
university life also.
Hudson Merritt
First year Arts
I don't think it will affect this
university at all because it is already
specialized.
Mike Peters
Second year business
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EXAM PREP SEMINARS CALL TOLL-FREE
—
■ MON. - FRI. 10:00 - 5:00 E D T
Offered CANADA-WIDE: SEPT 22-OCT. 12
1-800-267-8289 1-800-267-2931
SllO.oo (Tax Deductible)
Small Classes Personal Attention B.C. (112-800-)
Experienced Instructor
_
Ottawa/Hull Residents only: 232-3497
Graduates:
Do you know the facts
about Union Gas?
Careers must be built, they don't just happen. At Union Gas, the
emphasis is on the building.
Union Gas is Canada's 56th largest company, with nearly $1.4
billion in assets. We are known throughout Canada as a major
force in the energy sector. In the United States, we are respected
as an innovator in the utility industry.
Check us out for yourself. We will be on campus soon. Look for us
and plan to meet us face to face.
Co-ordinator, Graduate Recruitment
and Placement,
Union Gas Limited,
50 Keil Drive North,
Chatham, Ontario N7M SMI.
(519) 352-3100
We're Bringing Home The Future
■ -pHWfc.-.
ithwnlii) l,*-" ■■ •
CAREER m:h
FAIR '84
Career Fair is a day long event during which various organizations set
up display booths in the Theatre-Auditorium and representatives of these
organizations are available to speak informally with all students.
Take this excellent opportunity to talk to representatives from the
following organizations about career opportunities, summer jobs, career
direction, etc.:
A.C. Nielsen J. Walter Thompson j
Arthur Andersen & Co. Laventhol & Horwath
Bank of Montreal London Life
Bank of Nova Scotia McCain Foods
Campbell Sharp McGaw Supply
Canadian Armed Forces National Life
Canadian General Electric NCR Canada
Canadian Scholarship Trust Foundation North American Life
CFTJ Radio 960 Ogilvy & Mather
CHOICES Ontario Provincial Police
Christian Horizons Peat Marwick
Chubb Insurance Phillips Cables
Clarkson Gordon Price Waterhouse
Colgate-Palmolive Procter & Gamble
Coopers & Lybrand Public Service Commission
Community and Social Services pi/\ Society of Management Accountants
Crown Life
Royal Bank of Canada
CUSO Thorne Riddell
Data General
Toronto Dominion Bank
Deloitte Haskins & Sells Touche Ross & Co
Dominion Life
Unjon Gas
Dunwoody & Co.
Ernst & Whinney |
Family and Children's Services Tuesday, September 25
Graduate sMiST*
Companies
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Gulf Canada Theatre-Auditorium
IBM Canada '
"
'
Institute of Chartered Accountants
I Investors Syndicate |
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WLU COMPUTER FAIR
Sept. 26-27
10a.m. - 3p.m.
in the CONCOURSE
Olivetti Computers I
MGLTIMATE WORD PROCESSOR, IBM Compatible
J
'
/
Education Program price through the
reiK'nTSEl E r ■ ;Slll| ;
f' n, *.|fl 4;|;Jj Mlo Portable
|- ,*s-10,' r ■' 3 , ■:•. •- '
MHHIHHIHHHMHHHmHHHHHi!m HHMH
|
*
J ! including Microsoft BASIC, Fext (mini word processor),
■ ■- 112 nrfffr Telcom (for operation as a terminal), Address
(Address rile), Schedl (electronic appointment calendar)
Education Program price through the Bookstore, from $675.
oSim& 11i Personal Computers jj
#
-
256K RAM, two 320K Disc Drives, MS-DOS.
.
..
.. ,
BASICA, carrying case, text editor, LOTUS 1-2-3, S I
In-touch 300 Band Modem & telephone cabie. •»
Education Program price through the Bookstore $2,495 , j j
i •• ;-&:
Sponsored by: !
iiwlu n
| I Demonstrations of these computers to those interested.
B Available to university students, faculty and staff
through the Bookstore, after the
TheBookstore in the Concourse
FEATURE
Housing
Hardships hit
Record high for Laurier students
by Anne-Marie Tymec
Housing has always been a
significant concern at Wilfrid
Laurier
University because of the lack of on-
campus
accommodations for students.
Though first-year students are given
priority for residence accommodation,
it does not help those students from
all
years who are denied.
The situation is
becoming more pronounced as
Waterloo is experiencing a severe
housing pinch at the present time.
According to Mike Belanger,
Directon
of Housing for WLU, approximately
500
people were turned away
from
residence this year. This is largely due
to the fact that Laurier provides only
624 spaces on campus for residence
accommodation. Eighty per cent of this
accommodation is allocated to first-year
students. Most Ontario universities
provide roughly 35% of their students
with on-campus accommodation.
Due to Laurier's limited housing
space, we provide only half that
percentage. And unlike other
universities, we cannot provide an offer
of residence with an offer of admission.
Instead, we work on a lottery basis,
which, while being fair, is impractical
since there is a two-month waiting
period before you are notified of an
existing position.
By this time, you are required to
accept or reject an offer
of admission
from other universities. If you do
choose Laurier and are not accepted in
residence, then you face
the dilemma of
finding an alternative place
to live.
This is where you encounter your
first
problem. Due to the fact
that Waterloo
is a smaller city (population approx.
60,000) and the two universities alone
create a high student population
(approx. 16,000), it will be tough to find
a place to live. While both Laurier
and
the University of Waterloo provide
housing services, numerically, the
spaces will fill quickly and if you are
unfamiliar with the city, you may not
Realistically, aside from
residences, not many such
places exist...
find a place that suits you.
The three main criteria when
searching for a place to live are:
1) affordability;
2) proper and adequate facilities;
3) convenient location.
Ideally, it would be wonderful if every
student, freshman and senior alike
could find such a place. Realistically,
aside from residence, not many such
places exist.
One alternative suggested on
numerous occasions is to provide more
student accommodation on campus i.e.
more residences. According to
Belanger, this isn't happening. He
claims that the reasons are three-fold:
1) We are geographically in a limited
space for expansion. Let's face it, there
aren't many open spaces around us for
constructing new residences.
2) While several outside contractors
have been approached with the intent
of building student accommodation,
most are reluctant to undertake a
project of this nature. This is largely
due to the fact that there is no promise
that these buildings will be filled
annually on a year-round basis.
3) The university
itself is reluctant to
undertake this project on its
own.
When questioned why, Belanger replied
that while they have attempted to push
the issue of residence expansion
in the
past, little has come
of it. The Board of
Governors, he says, has done very
little
about it.
Some speculation has been made that
once the new Arts Centre is completed
(in a couple of years), MacDonald
House will become a residence for
women. But that does nothing for the
short-term problem which is occurring
right now.
The ironic fact in this whole issue is
that residences virtually pay for
themselves. The university would need
only make a proportionately small
down-payment to erect the buildings
(which they would own) and then
the
residences would take care of
themselves.
Last year, the projected losses were
about $100,000 on the residence
buildings. Out of the $679,000 that
residences generate in income, roughly
one-third ($204,652) goes towards the
payment of the mortgages on the
residence buildings. The mortgages,
secured when the buildings were
constructed, are guaranteed fifty year
mortgages set at 5 and 3/4%.
Perhaps the reason why this isn't a
pressing issue with the University
Administration at this time is because
student enrollment is still quite healthy
Yet, the second most frequently asked
question from Grade 13 students
pertains to residence accommodations.
In a few years, when the baby boom
begins to slacken, and students
become
more selective in university shopping,
then the housing issue may
be
broached. Once again, though, this
does nothing for
the situation now.
Assuming that you are now
forced to
reside off-campus, an entirely
new set
of circumstances awaits you.
You ve
probably heard aH kinds
of horror
stories about first year students
"taken
for a ride" by crafty landlords.
And if
you read
the Cord two weeks ago, you
know that the vacancy rate
in this city
is only 0.3%. (That means for every
1,000 homes in Waterloo, only
3 are
available to students.) This of course
leaves the students virtually at the
mercy of their respective
landlords.
"Not so!" says
Tim Utting, Director of
Legal Services at WLU.
"There are
alternatives." Essentially this is what
Legal Services provides
— information
and alternatives. Since 67% of Legal
Services' case load consists of
landlord-
tenant relations, they are the people to
see for help. Unfortunately, many
students don't seek the help right away.
They wait until late January and early
February and essentially go through
four months of unnecessary hassles.
Students, like everyone else, do have
rights and can seek legal recourse.
Some common problems that students
encounter are:
- verbal contracts in the summer
differing from actual written contracts
presented in September;
- landlords failing to provide
necessary repairs to ensure a
reasonable standard of living;
-landlords demanding
the entire
year's rent in advance;
- the pro-rated rent issue where
students pay 12 months' rent in 8
months' time and countless other issues
falling in between.
The other reason why students fail to
use legal services is simply because
they are afraid.
The ever-present worry
that there are always students waiting
to take their places results in students
accepting substandard
accommodation
because they are afraid
of eviction.
Many students are under
the
misconception that they are at
their
landlord's mercy and can be evicted
at
any time. Jim Bird,
also of Legal
Services, insists that
this is wrong. "The
eviction process takes one to
two
months to complete. It is not
automatic
and must proceed through a
court-like
system and appear
before a judge to be
valid." Hence, the age-old story of the
student being physically removed from
a building by his landlord just doesn't
occur, it is completely illegal."
While landlord-tenant relations may
not always be the best here in the K-W
area, others have it worse. The
universities in the Ottawa area have
one of the lowest vacancy rates in the
country. Landlords there simply refuse
to rent to students.
Vital Adam, a University of Ottawa
representative, states that "landlords
still think students are radical
revolutionaries and that they can't trust
them." While untrue, this presents the
other side of the coin. Some landlords
are justifiably leery of renting to
students. A few students abusing a
landlord's property can give all students
a bad name.
It is obvious that misunderstandings
can occur on both sides of landlord-
tenant relations. This is why the
Landlord and Tenant Act was devised.
Essentially it serves as a help,
not a
hindrance, to student tenants. Legal
Services can best show you how to
interpret it and use it to your advantage.
If you haven't signed a lease yet, it
would be to your advantage to bring it
in to Legal Services and go over it with
them. They are also asking for anyone
to volunteer to bring in their leases for
photocopying to keep on file for future
reference. This would be of great help
to ensure fair leasing every year.
Another oft-discussed solution to
112 Laurier's housing woes lies in the re-
creation of Laurier controlled off-
campus housing. The system
now in
place allows landlords to make use of
it's impossible to say whether
the housing situation will
improve...
the accommodations list in the
hallway of the housing office.
Traditionally, Laurier controlled
Hickory House, King Street
and
Columbia residences as off-campus
housing. Unfortunately, says Belanger,
this can no longer be so.
Too many problems arose between
equitable rates with on-campus
accommodations and landlord
stipulations. Unless the buildings are
bought outright by the university,
Housing finds itself stuck in the middle.
At this point in time, it's impossible to
say whether the housing situation at
WLU will improve or worsen as time
goes by. The only thing that can be
suggested is that you realize that WLU
Housing Services and Legal Aid ,ue
exactly that - services and aids piovided
by the university to help straicjl"■ i out
housing problems
Photoby Karim
Virani
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Thursday, Sept. 20 Sunday, Sept. 23
MUSIC AT Noon series will Diane Gold, flute-guest artist, at
present Alec Catherwood at 8 p.m. at 57 Young St. W.
violin and Leslie De'Ath at the Waterloo. For ticket and
piano in the T.A. Free admission reservation information, please
and everyone is welcome. call 886-1673.
INTERNSHIP LUNCHEON will
~
~ ~ ~~
be held in the P.M.C. at 12 noon.
Monday, Sept. 24
For more info., please call 884-
1970, ext. 2507.
INTERNSHIP RESUME Writing
THE SOCIOLOGY Club regrets Workshop
will be held from 12:30
to announce that the movie "If
t0 1 ; 30 p.m. in Rm. S102.
You Love This Planet" will not be
shown as planned. Sorry for any
LUTHERAN CAMPUS
inconveniences that might have Ministry
will present a Video
been created. See the Cord and Night from
4:30 to 6 p.m..
Posters for future events.
FILM STUDIES Screening will
A SCRIPTURAL PRAYER Group present Renoir's Rules of the
will be held for beginners and for Game in Rm 2E7 at 7 p.m..
all those who have forgotten how
to pray. This weekly prayer
~
program offered todayat4 p.m. & Tuesday, Sept. 25
every Thursday in the Chaplains'
Office, Student Services
Building. For more info, please PLACEMENT AND CAREER
call KathyZettel at 884-1970, ext. Services will present Career Fair
2240.
'84 j n the T.A. from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m..
TAMIAE GENERAL meeting will
be held at 5:30 p.m. in Room FILM STUDIES Screening will
P1025-27. All are welcome.
present Has Anybody Here Seen
Canada? A History of Canadian
IMPRISONED IN the residence Movies 1939 - 1953 in Rm. 2E7 at
"Straight-Jacket?" Escape to the j p m
Gays of WLU Coffee-house for a
relaxing social evening with
other gay positive women and BIBLE STUDY
from 4 p.m. to 5
men. Every Thursday, 8 to 10:30 p.m.
will be held at 177 Albert St.
p.m., Rm. 4-301, CTB. Break out
at Seagram. Sponsored by the
tonight and check it out! Lutheran Campus Ministry.
ATTENTION HOCKEY Greats,
~ ~ ~~
Tamiae Hockey has again
Wednesday, Sept. 26
returned to the Laurier Campus.
This promises to be the best
calibre of hockey around since
PSYCH. SOCIETY'S first general
many players from yearsgone by meeting
will be held in Rm. 2-201
as well as a new crop of young
at 3:30 p.m..
rookies will be battling it out for ——
Tamiae supremacy. The league
ALL STUDENTS who major in
runs from Oct. 11 to Mar. 24 and English or have an interest in
includes a 15 game schedule, English are
invited to attend the
sweaters, and playoff series, all
first English Club General
for $55. Sign-ups will begin this Meeting in Rm. 2-201 from
5:30 -
week in the Concourse and will 7 p.m.. Get involved in planning
continue until Sept. 27. Hurry, future activities
and afterwards
space is limited. join us for a Meet the Prof, party
in the Seminary Lounge from
7:30 p.m. on. General students
Friday, Sept. 21 are especially encouraged to
attend.
INTERNSHIP RESUME Writing GAY LIBERATION of Waterloo
Workshop will be held in Rm. hosts a drop-in coffeehouse
from
S102 from 10:30 - 11:30 a.m.. 8:30 to 11 p.m., Campus Centre,
UW. Phone 884-GLOW for more
FRIDAY NIGHT at the Movies information, 24 hour answering.
Series will present War Games at
8 p.m. in 1E1.
WLU QUARTERBACK Lun-
cheon will meet at 12 noon at the
THE K-W CHAMBER Music Waterloo Motor Inn.
Society will present the Alard
String Quartet (1) at The Music CUSO INFORMATION Meeting.
Room, 57 Young St. W. Waterloo Education...
a Tool for
8 p.m.. Tickets may be purchased Development.
Guest speaker:
at UW Arts Centre; Kadwell's Marilyn Musgrove, CUSO
Record Shop, Waterloo; Sam's education officer
and former
Records, Kitchener. For ticket Field Staff Officer and teacher
in
prices, reservations and Nigeria. This meeting will be at
subscriptions, phone 886-1673. 7:30 p.m.
in the Math & Computer
Bldg., UW. 884-1121, ext. 3144
for details.
Sunday, Sept. 23
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE of
Holy Communion will be held at
w
10 p.m. in the Keffer Memorial
SERVICEOF HOLY Communion
Chape| A|bert gnd Seagram A
a
.
a nr,
|'
®
coffee hour will follow the
Keffer Memorial Chapel, Albert servjce Sponsored by the
Street and Seagram Drive.
Lutheran Campus Ministry.
Sponsored by the Lutheran
Campus Ministry.
*——
THE K-W CHAMBER Music
Society will be presenting The Biirm
Alard String Quartet (II), with
Thursday, Sept. 27 Upcoming Upcoming
MUSIC AT NOON will feature THE 1984 HOMECOMING co-op day care centre f0r
pianist Elsbeth Heim from Parade will start at 12 noon from
students, staff and faculty of
Switzerland at 12 noon in the the A.C.. All are welcome to WLU & UW will be held on
T.A.. Everyone is welcome and watch as it goes by.
Monday, Oct. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in
admission is free. Campus Centre, UW. If
you can't attend but wish to beon
PCS WILL present Placement LETTERMEN'S HOMECOMING
the mailing list phone Jane
Orientation Session for Dance will be held in the Turret
Mitchell at 886-9626after 6
p.m..
Graduating Students from 10:30 on Saturday, Sept. 29.
Lettermen
_
to 11:30 a.m. in the P.M.C.. and guests will be admittedto the
dance at 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. and
Cord Cl&ssifiods are still a
BLUE PETER will be in the Turret students will be admitted at a
bargain at the new student rateof
on Friday, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m.. cost of $5 after
9:30 p.m. A cold
only 7$/word, effective
Tickets will be $6 WLU Students/ buffet will be served later in the Wednesday, Sept.19. For
$7 Non-WLU Students. Spon- evening.
businesses off campus,
sered "by the Alumni Association
classifieds will be only 1M/word.
in conjunction with Home-
A MEETING to discuss the In by Monday noon, please,
coming '84
formation of an infant & toddler Thank you.
classified
Stenographic Services Articles for Sale Personals
QUALIFIED TYPIST. Anything LAURIER JACKET. Gold melton
TANNIS: To be a glass engineer,
typed from theses to resumes. body, purple leather sleeves with you
must see through more than
IBM Selectric typewriter. Will no crest on them. This size 42 tall your
work. (Hors de combat)
edit and correct spelling. Will was seldom worn, is almost new Gumby.
supply paper. Call Pamela at 884- & is only $45. Call Rich evenings .—
6913. 886-1668.
ANOTHER RECORD for the
WORD PROCESSING! One
A SINGLE BED in good Conrad Fall Guy — 2 flights of
block from campus. Fast
condition. The owner is asking stairs without breaking the 26er
dependable service. $1/ds page.
on| y Please call 886-9956. in his pocket or the Carlsberg in
May book ahead. Draft copy — his hand! Congrats, Bruce.
provided. Phone 885-1353.
Rides to/from Laurier
Beware of the Don.
COMPUSCRIBE WORD Pro- FOR ALL those interested in
cessing featuring Laser Printing LOOKING FOR a ride going to joining
H.O.W.L. - please phone
for highest quality. Advantages i Scarborough. Best off leaving 555-HOWL for further info, on
include efficient reliable service, i about 1 p.m. on Fridays and will
Heterosexuals of Wilfrid Laurier.
perfect final copy, document j pay gas money. Phone 886-0617 Thank-you.
storage options, computer and ask for Joanne.
spelling check, right-justified
margins, multiple originals.
DQ Y0U want someone for
" —
Laser prin ing -
s
Rc
P company on that long, lonely
Personal Business
printing available 743-2269
'
}
oronto'? <and wh °'N sP ht
~
gas $!) If so, and if you re leaving YOU DON'T have to be German
TYPING PHOTOCOPYING
anytime Fridays after 10.30, give to have a good time. Join the
743-8670. •
me a ca" a^er ® p m.. Thanks! German Club! Memberships
Ask f° r Heather.
available during campus club
LETTER QUALITY Word week.
Processing and/or typing of
Resumes, Essays, Theses, etc. Personals BIORHYTHM CONSULTANT
Multiple originals. Fast, Services. Know
in advance when
accurate service. Delivery you
will have your "good" days,
arranged. Call Diane 576-1284. and cope more effectively.
HEATHER M.: Sorry I'm so slow. Physical, emotional and
— I'll remember your perspective. 3 intellectual cycles are mathe-
Articles for Sale cheers and see you in Toronto! matically predictable. For more
The Scot. info, please call Lisa Watts at
8 OKTOBERFEST TICKETS for
...
DV
, ~
7
—
7
745-3154.
MARY ELLEN Z. want to play,
_
.
Heidelberg Haus. Moses I've hoped so for ages — awaiting )
Springer Arena, Waterloo.
y0Ur response. RH. TOUIDTC
Saturday October 6. Call 884- T-SHIRTS
2051 ($5.00). HOW DID P.Mcl. manage to
SWEATSHIRTS
change 3 times before his HATS
10,000 DIFFERENT original rendezvous and still get RUGGER SHIRTS
movie posters. Catalogue $2.00. mismatched socks? Here's FOOTBALL SHIRTS
Mnemonics Ltd., Dept. T#9.3600 looking at you, Cupcake! The BASEBALL SHIRTS
21 St., N.E., Calgary, Alta.. Gossiper. POLO SHIRTS
STEREO: PIONEER SX 650 AAOOOO AAOOO! We're into
PORT SHIRTS
Receiver $190, Bose 301 HOWLING*! Are you? cwinTq
speakers $300, JVC-KD15
HOCKEY bHIHlb
cassette deck $110. ATTENTION ALL paranoid .
people: send $3.00 to join Vince's
Custom Printed tor
18" B&W TV, good condition, Paranoia Club and get one of his your
suitable for cable hookup, special handmadelocks. Gums & Team,
club
Asking $35. Call Rory at 888- Friends. floor or house
7083.
student discount .
'HOWLING: ("Homosexuals of prices
THE CAMPUS Shirt Company WLU, Isn't It Great!") A non-
offers wide variety, custom- profit, non-sexist, non-serious, Lome Merkur & Sister Inc.
crested sportswear, quality- non-discriminatory under- Custom Silkscreen Designs
made at wholesale prices. ground organization
dedicated 1801 Avenue Rd. Toronto
Buttons, glassware, other
to the overthrow of corruption,
promotional items available. At injustice, tyranny
and H.O.W.L. nViVmii
fct
Laurier call Jeff for convenient everywhere. Overthrow your
I J
services 885-4235. favorite
H.O.W.L. member today! V
ENTERTAINMENT
Messenjah- marvelous reggae
by Ruth Demeter
While they don't talk a
lot between songs, they
get their message
across.
"Messenjah" produces
enviable reggae
— see
them live if at all
possible
Messenjah shared their talents at the WaterlooMotor
Inn on September 13, and it's a good thing, because
they'll soon leave the country with their effervescent
reggae tunes.
BEMT (the University of Waterloo) sponsored the
evening, and announced that Messenjah will begin
touring the United States and the Caribbean.
They're sure to be a success. Though the ballroom
atmosphere seemed inappropriate, the group filled the
room with their reggae beat and crowded the dance
floor. (CJW will continueto use theMotor Inn for concerts,
until their new bar is completed. From the looks of it, it
won't be much different from the ballroom.)
Messenjah had an unremarkable local band,
Registered Trade Mark, open for them. RTM was an
earnest bunch, and did a pretty good rendition of the
Monkees, but they just couldn't get anyone to dance.
As soon as Messenjah got on stage, the floor filled up.
They were late, as is typical with BENT events, but the
sound quality was better than usual, and they were
obviously hyped for the performance.
Messenjah is a really fun band. These guys produce
enviable reggae, /and they obviously enjoy what they are
doing. See them live if at all possible. They have a
remarkable talent for being lively and entertaining
without looking like pogo sticks or overdosed idiots, as
some bands do when attempting to look lively.
"It's Crazy" was one of the first numbers, and the first
to start the phenomenon pertaining only to Messenjah.
This is a reggae group that inspires everyone to dance,
whether they know how to or not
Perhaps it's their stage antics. They did a skit during a
song of a policeman smoking...shall we say something
illegal?...and getting caught by the DA, whomakes him
hand over the goods. He in turn is caught by a judge, and
forced to relinquish his prize, which the judge proceeds
to finish off slowly.
"Cool Operator (Mysterious Woman)" was one of the
best tunes played all evening. Energy was high in the
group, and the song seemed tobe
a combination of the
best of everything, from rhythm to humour to dancing.
While the groupdoesn't talk a lot between songs, they
get a message across (hence the name). The message
is pure fun, love of reggae rhythm and the joys of a
bohemian lifestyle. Even for the most hardened rock
fans, this brand of reggae is hard not to enjoy.
photos by Allan Janssen
Jane Siberry hot off the beach
by Peter J. Lear
Jane Siberry and her band flew on
to the Harlequin stage at about 9:45
last Thursday night in a whirlwind of
sound and lights. The audiencegave
Siberry a warm reception.
The band's reproduction of the
Mo Borders Here' album was
superb. 'Extra Executives' is a great
dance tune; too bad it wasn't used as
such until an encore.
The band's
energy and
enthusiasm should have prompted
people to dance. Elsewhere, this
might have happened. The problem
is that the dance floor at Harlequin's
is located directly in front of the
stage. This is true of a number of
clubs; perhaps they could all take a
lesson from Lulu's. Lulu's lowered
their dance floor so that it is now
below the stage.
Ann Bourne, the keyboardist,
provided Jane with some excellent
vocal overlays on the question of
biota fish posed to the executive in
Extra Executives.' 'Waitress' was
dedicated to nearly everyone in the
audience, as most people haveeither
been in such a position or at least
had to deal with them. It was well
received.
What
everyone was really waiting
to hear was 'Mimi On The Beach.'
Mimi is full of rich layers of vocals
and instrumentation, with
particularly interesting lyrics. The
video was recently taped and should
be out in a couple of weeks. 'Mimi'
marked the end of the first set.
The second set began just after
10:30. It included material that
doesn't appear on borders.' There
were tunes from her 1981
independently released album,
simply entitled, 'Jane Siberry.'
Compared with the present release, it
is very rough: there are no complex
overlays, and the sound isn't as
smooth or pleasing. Thelive versions
of the same material are far more
captivating. Jane's vocals are more
dynamic and the present band line-
up provides better instrumentation.
Theonly player still withJanefrom
that period is her bassist, John
Switzer. The band she has now,
except for Ann Bourne, has been
with her for two years. Ken Myhr
provides some excellent guitar work;
A 1 Cross really gets into the
performance on percussion. For the
album Ann replaces the two
keyboardists, one of whom recently
vanished while playing with the band.
Jane is rather experimental. She
did a couple of unreleased numbers,
and although this material is still
unrefined, it sounds promising. One
track, called 'The Seven Steps'
(inspired by Arthor Pistlor), sounded
particularly hopeful, and will be on
Jane's next album. The album is to
be recordedin February/Anarch and
Jane's vocals are
more dynamic
released in May.
Jane ispresently at TheRitz in New
York after doing performances in
Montreal and Ottawa. Seven
American record companies are
looking at Jane while she is in New
York. After that, she plans to go to
Newfoundland and Halifax. She
should be back in Southern Ontario
within a month to dosome university
dates.
Plain talk with Jane
Our reviewers (Peter J. Lear and Fred Taylor)
caught Jane after the show. Here are some of her
off-the-cuff remarks.
P - Is there anyone you
admired?
J - Tons of people. In lots of fields other than music;
they inspired me. You can be inspired from an
architect, someone who rides horses, or anything. If it
has a certain quality to it, it moves you, then it creates
the same energy
that
you really love too. I hate limiting
my influences just to music. So I won't
P
- How was your first video (Mimi On The Beach)?
J • It was very interesting. I still have yet to see whether it
translated onto film. 1 have no experience that way.
We've taped it now, but 1 haven't seen the footage. I'll
come back from Mew York and we'll edit it. It was fun
doing it though. We got a lot of strange footage, and, if
it works, it'll really work but i don't know yet.
F - What kind of stoiy boards did you have for it?
J - It's fairly literal in some places. I wanted itto be really
beachy and very steamy in very passed-out colours. It
has a few twists going through it that
aren't in the song
that give it an extra dimension. But I won't tell you
about it.
F ■ When you said" "Why should you dance now,
you haven't danced
all night"...
_
J - Oh did 1 sound rude?
F • No, you were just a bit disappointed. It came
after your joke about the moon • "This place is like
a restaurant on the moon, it has no atmosphere."
J • Oh yean, 1 probably made everyone feel badly. I
didn't notice that.
F - If you'd said to get up and danceat the beginning,
I'm sure everyone would have.
J - Yeah that's my fault-oh dear.
F - It's not your fault
J • Sometimes 1 don't noticewhen I say things like that
and then later I think I must have made people feel bad.
F - You went to the University of Guelph. What
program were you in?
J • I started off in music for a year and then I went into
the BSc program and got a degree in microbiology.
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Wilcox packs Turret
Last Thursday David Wilcox
opened the first pub night of the
season to a capacity crowd and a
tremendous response.
Wilcox, a perennial favourite at the
Turret, was back again with his hard-
rocking, fast-paced trio-much to the
enjoyment of the crowd, which was
composed largely of first and second
year students.
From the moment he arrived on
stage until the show ended, students
were dancing in any and every free
space in the room.
Wilcox's third album, Bad
Reputation, has been released this
week on Capitol records. He is
enjoying a real surge of enthusiasm
for his music, which combines a
strong bass sound and a virtual
attack of guitar, using feedback and
honest-to-goodness distortion-just
like the good old days of rock'n roll.
The group of three, which consists
of Whitey Glan on drums, Harpo on
bass, and Wilcox on guitar, has a
long list of previous credits. These
include Whitey's stint as Alice
Cooper's drummer and in the movie
'The Rose' with Bette Midler, and
David's years with lan Tyson and the
Great Speckled Bird.
Last year, when asked about his
future dreams, Wilcox said he just
wanted to play to more and more
people, and in 1984 he's
accomplished just that.
What kind of guy is David Wilcox?
Well, walking into his dressing room
you'd probably find a laid-back
unpretentious musician who can
easily understand that some people
like his music and some people
don't, and if you stick around for
awhile you'd probably discover that
that's exactly what he is.
David Wilcox isn't a spring chicken
anymore, but if he's as young as he
feels he'd probably have to put
himself at about 18-and crazy.
Competing with Tina Turner for the
award as most intense live artist,
Wilcox lives his life with the same sort
of intensity.
Speaking of intensity, have you
ever asked yourself why David
Wilcox rolls his eyes back while he
plays guitar? Well, according to
David, he's concentrating so hard
while he plays guitar that he isn't
really focusing on anything. Whenhe
stares out into the audience,
sometimes he unknowingly spends
the whole night staring into theeyes
of one girl or maybe two or three
people-and like the song says "My
eyes keep me in trouble."
photo by Dave Bradshaw
This picture of Jane
Sibeny was miraculously
saved for your viewing
pleasure. Jane was asked
if she'd always wanted to
become a recording star.
"I don't think so, that I
can remember. It's hard
what your
brain does to
you. I don't remember
thinking I wanted to be a
star."
photo by Fred Taylor
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Toymaker
and Son
by Peter Holden
Toymaker and Son was
performed by Youth With A
Mission
last Thursday in Laurier s
Theatre
Auditorium. Sponsored by Laurier
Christian Fellowship, this unique
combination of drama
and mime
was a successful portrayal of Christ's
life.
Toymaker and Son combines
elements of dance
and mime in an
allegorical presentation of scenes
from the Bible. One of the
best
scenes in the production focuses on
the crucifixion of Christ. In the
drama, Christ is represented as the
Toymaker's Son, sent to breakdown
the physical barrier erected due to
the apprentice's (Satan's) evil
influence on the rest of the toys. The
"bad cats" are the toys that actually
put the Toymaker's son to death on
the barrier, representing the Roman
government. When
it seemed
apparent that
the Toymaker's son
had been defeated, the apprentice
danced in a crazed state, bringing
destruction to Toyland. The
Toymaker's son, however, is able to
rise from the barrier, thus destroying
the gap between the Father and
Toyland.
Costuming was startling and
creative, enhancing the atmosphere
of a toyshop. Makeup was gaudy arid
bright, which also added to the toy-
like picture of the set.
Toymaker and Son has an
international cast with actors
representing Switzerland, Malaysia,
Australia, Mew Zealand, England, the
United States and Canada. The play
was sponsored as part of the
outreach of students that attend
Youth With A Mission in Cambridge,
and is sponsored by the same group
across the country. The play will be
presented in a cross-Canada tour in
such cities as Winnipeg, Saskatoon,
Calgary, Edmonton, Richmond,
Vancouver and Victoria.
Backstage
by Ruth Demeter
I was going to tell you about how miserable things are this week,
but that's not very funny.
You see, I've decided to discuss
humour today. Why? Well, it's
worth a chuckle.
Actually, you probably won't think this is very humorous. I may
get lynched. I am prepared, because I have argued my point with
several people already, and many disagreed with me, but I still feel
it's valid.
I did not think Chuck Tatham's column was very funny last week,
week, how before you pass out, or shout at
me for being a prude
admit that 1 have been greatly amused by Tatham's stuff many
times. Most of the things you don't get to read are very hilarious
but fairly obscene. We have to cut something out of every column
Chuck Tatham writes because of what we refer to as 'editorial
policy'.
I know that sounds fairly dramatic. Well, despite the fact that
many of you consider this a rag, it is a newspaper. As such, we are
supposed to adhere to a code of ethics. For the Cord, that involves
avoiding slanderous remarks about homosexuals, religious groups,
races or sexes.
That should theoretically eliminate almost every joke issue or
humour column that we've ever published. However, the idea is
here that humour can be used to voice opinions effectively.
There is a fine line between making a point and being obscene
or slanderous. That's probably the line that most of the arguments
up here are trying to define.
We have a guest column because we really and truly believe that
there are people (other than Tatham) who can be funny. Of course,
the idea with the guest column is to express a viewpoint —you can
be damn serious about it if you want to. Most people find that
laughter is the quickest way to reach their audience.
Granted, most people read humour columns. I know I do. 1 try to
be funny, too—that may come as a shock to you. I may be failing
miserably.
Perhaps you think (I have been told that some people have this
opinion) that Tatham's column is the only thing worth reading in
the Cord. I feel otherwise, as do all the masthead staff and
volunteers at Student Publications. I can say that because none of
us would do our jobs if we thought all you wanted was a joke-filled
newsletter.
Humour is means to offend, in its most basic state, but the
offense should be taken (if at all) by the person at whom the satire
is aimed. The idea should be to suggest self-improvement. Some
of the things that we have run as humour do not accomplish this.
I wish someone out there would tell us if all our editing is worth
anything. Do you want bathroom slurs? Do you want weekly joke
issues? Or is it possible that we can have humour without
offending individuals, groups, or local businesses, and at the same
time offer you the news around campus?
Skinny Jim: wild rockabilly
by Doug Schooley
While some students journeyed
home to Mom and Dad over the
weekend,
many others ventured to
the Turret. Nevertheless, the Red
Baron
managed to pack the house
last Friday night with a home-town
band from Laurier called Skinny Jim
and The Wildcat Strike.
Skinny Jim appeared during
Orientation Week and delighted the
frosh and icebreakers; they didn't
disappoint at the Red Baron either.
This is partly due to widespread
popularity among Laurier students,
their ability to captivate an audience,
and their innovative and humourous
advertising.
On Friday, the Strike stormed the
stage, letting loose on the crowd an
earful of rockabilly. The first set
exhausted the crowd, who were
packing the dance floor by the end.of
the first
song. The Skinny Jim
ollowers
were up bopping around
or the whole evening; the second set
turned into a free-for-all as everyone
took to the floor to furthur exert
themselves to the uplifting soundsof
the Strike.
The members of the band (who
all i-aurier students) are Andy
shykofsky, Kevin Beesley, and Bill
Anderson. Their greased-back hair,
bowling shirts, and '50's look fully
complements the music of Eddy
Cochrane, Buddy Holly, and Gene
Vincent, which they favour.
Shykofsky plays lead guitar and
doubles on vocals, Beesley plays
rhythm guitar, and Anderson
handles the drums, but their act was
furthur enhanced by harmonicist
Jeff McGuire who graced the stage
with his presence for two songs.
The Red Baron has recently
underqone a facelift in an effort to rid
itself of the 'punker's hangout' label.
Booking this band was part of the
facelift, and judging from the
performance of both the crowd and
Skinny Jim and the Wildcat Strike on
Friday night, they will be back again
several times during the school year.
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POETICS
Carved Tradition
(with thoughts of T.S. Eliot)
A clock was ticking in the hall.
Standing in the shadows, curtains half drawn.
Choking on suspended dust — trapped in a sunlight
beam.
Laboured breathing, in with the past
- out with the Future.
Particles settled on the aged ledge
From below the glowing embers — only cold heat.
It cracks the oiled mahagony, distorting the
deeply carved faces.
- Uncle Thomas is laughing out of
the side of his face.
Upon the wall, a distingushed line
Preserved under the dull, flat glass
Trapped like the suspended particles
- Inhaling, the lungs congest, the
blood congeals.
Ghostly white faces stare back.
Twilight descends and the embers are dead
Standing in the dark, curtains half drawn
The struggle for air. a sudden silence...
The clock has stopped in the dark.
Susan Lawson
Ode to the Great Reminder
You say: You're great, you're great!
I say: I know, I know!
But thanks for the Reminder.
You know: I care, I do.
I know: You know, I do.
I heard your nice Reminder.
You feel: Bee's knees, it's swell 1
I feel: Flea's feet, it's great/
Parce que, "le Great Reminder."
Eddie
An Extraction Imparting Wisdom
An empty space exists
where the emblem
of my adolescence
used to be.
Will I grin
toothfully no more
at your irrelevancies?
Shall there be
no more of the eating
of air between our kisses?
Is my youth uprooted?
Shall adulthood be
as troothless?
J. David Black
Mother's Tears
One night, I lay awake,
pretending to sleep,
pretending not to hear
my
mother weep.
Oh the pain I felt that night!
those unexplained fears,
listening to the sobbing,
picturing the tears.
Oh, Mom, forgive me!
I could not move.
I wanted to hold you,
but couldn't move
And I wanted to comfort your lonely heart,
But, Mom,
I could not move!
So I lay there awake,
pretending to sleep.
pretending not to hear —
hear you weep.
Lynne McNab
BINGO
This is the food of love.
Bertie likes his plumpish,
the dimples inches deep.
He sees their future in the cards
spread before her
like a skirt uplifted,
the free space uncovered,
the rest
the caller's fancy
and
bingo fate.
He calls for cards —
fifteen, forty, a hundred more
needed to touch
his to hers.
They overlap,
both shivering.
Bubbles spills her warm, soft drink
Bertie sops, spilling his.
Both, now wet, look
to the bingo caller
fearing an end to this game.
Their fingers find
a slick and saline place
inside a potato chip bag
together
taking a bite.
thinking of appetites.
J. David Black
SPORTS
'Big Four' threatens OUAA
by Theresa Kelly
After six hours of heated discussion, the
future of Ontario university athletics is still up
in the air. A special OUAA meeting was held
last Tuesday night to present realignment
alternatives, as recommended by the
committee, to the OUAA members. The four
schools—Western, Toronto, Queen's and
McGill — will present theircounterproposals
on September 26 at the next scheduled
meeting.
OUAA Committee Chairman Wally
Delahey expects that meeting to bring about
a finalized version of the realignment. After
last week's intense meeting, Delahey admits
that he is "less optimistic" and that "it will be
a tough battle" for both sides.
The four universities have expressed a
desire to play each other on a regular basis. A
proposed "Big Four" league was suggested
by the schools as suitable because they all
share similar philosophies on college
athletics and have similar breadth of
program. Each school has at least 32 teams.
The OUAA committee proposed several
realignment changes that would allow the
four schools to be in one division in football.
Tiered divisions in hockey, basketball, and
volleyball were suggested as possible
compromises to get them to stay in the
OUAA. The four schools have heard the
comments from the other OUAA members
who are obviouslv concernedabout howthe
Big Four could affect theirown recruitment
and attendance.
Queen's was the most vocal of the four
schools, stating that it wished to compete
against the other three schools exclusively in
both men's and women's sports. Western
and Toronto, although sharing basically the
same objectives as Queen's, did not expand
further on their views. McGill, "the non-entity
in all proceeding," according to Delahey, was
not represented at the meeting.
Laurier Athletic Director Rich Newbrough
was also less optimistic about finding a
suitable compromise. What has angered
many of the athletic directors according to
Mewbrough is that, while we've been trying
to salvage it, they have gone out and made a
constitution."
Queen's representative Bob Carnegie
mentioned a constitution but did not
elaborate on specific details. Mere mention
of this constitution made many of the
members feel that this meeting was a waste
of time, as there was nothing really to
negotiate.
McGill Athletic Director Robert Dubeau
did comment on the proposed football
league by remembering the glory days of the
1950's when the four teams were in one
conference. "These schools have competed
against each other for over 100 years. We
have seen crowds for football drop from an
average of 15-16,000 per game to two or
three or four thousand."
Keith Harris, Carleton University's Athletic
Director, reacted angrily to the plans because
a new league would force a realignment of
divisional and playoff structures and place a
further burden on smaller schools.
"Whatever platitudes they care to wrap it in,
it's pretty selfish," stated Harris. "We're all
interdependent."
Hawks suffer
'Mac attack'
in '84 opener
by Theresa Kelly
The Golden Hawks football team
got off to a dismal start last Saturday,
losing the season opener 32-6 to the
McMaster Marauders. Fifth year
quarterback Phil Scarfone led the
Mac Attack, with 22 completions out
of 33 attempts, for397 yards offense
and three touchdowns.
Although McMaster played a very
solid game, Laurier head coach Rich
Mewbrough admitted that, "most of
the time we beat ourselves. A rash of
penalties, including holding and
offside, made us our own worst
enemy." The game plan had been to
sit on the football and keep Mac's
offense on the bench. The team
could not capitalize on good field
position, forcing the punting team to
take the field on fifteen occasions
during the game.
Laurier did not continually suffer
from bad field position. On four
specific occasions the Hawks had
the ball near midfield but as
Mewbrough said bluntly, "we did
nothing with it." The team did not
even get close enough to let rookie
kicker Lucien Gerritsen try a field
goal.
Mewbrough admits that some
poor play selections, excessive
penalties and dropped passes all led
to the downfall. "The breakdownwas
as much mental as physical," he
said, citing an example where a
Laurier defendergot burned for a 60-
yard gain by not covering his man.
McMaster is "one of the premier
teams in Ontario," Mewbrough said.
Scarfone had impressive statistics
throughout the game, but his ability
to read the defense and catch the
defender out of position made the
difference. The Hawk defense, while
finding it difficult to put pressure on
Scarfone, managed to cause two
turnovers in the interception column.
Bob Clapperton and Dave Leeming
led the Hawk defense with one
interception each. Although each
team had four fumbles, the
Marauders
were able to hold the
Hawk offense in check.
McMaster got off to a quick start
with touchdowns going to Andre
Shadrack and Clorindo Grilli in the
air, while Scarfone scored on the
ground. The Marauders went into the
locker-room at the half leading 22-0.
In the second half, the Hawk
defense played more aggressively,
forcing several turnovers. The Hawk
offense, however, did not come to life
until well into the fourth quarter when
Mike Wilson threw a seven-yard
touchdown pass to Jack Lumsden.
This scoring drive began at midfield,
with key passes going to John
Amoldi, Lumsden and Courtney
Taylor during the Hawks' deepest
penetration of the day. The two-point
conversion pass was incomplete and
the Hawks trailed 25-6.
Mac relief quarterback Steve
Friesen threw an 8-yard pass to tight
end Ralf Rosenkrantz to complete
the scoring at 32-6.
Newbrough wants to pass more in
the future for a more threatening
offensive attack. On the ground the
teams were about even (Hawks 91
yards, Marauders 89 yards), but in
the air Scarfone simply dominated,
with 393 yards passing compared to
120 yards for Wilson.
In order to maximize their
offensive weapons, the Hawks have
to find a way to get running back Paul
Mastasiuk open. Mastasiuk could not
shake the Mac defenders to catch a
pass or to break open for a large gain
on the ground. Randy Rybanksy
racked up most of the Hawk yards on
the ground with 63 yards on 13
carries.
The Hawks' next game is on the
road, when they travel toToronto on
Saturday to face the Blues. The
Blues are looking for their first win of
the season, after losing 39-36 to the
Western Mustangs last Saturday.
The Hawks are looking for the game
that will point the team in the right
direction. As Mewbrough said, "If we
play like that (against Mac), Toronto
will do everything that Mac did to us."
Nowhere to go
A Hawk ball carrier feels the pressures of the Mac attack during last Saturday's season opener in
Hamilton. The Marauders cruised to a 32-6 decision over the Hawks with a solid offensive attack.
photo by Karim Virani
Shaky soccer start
by Arlene Brown
The men's soccer Hawks kicked
off their regular season last weekend
with back toback games,resulting in
a record of one tie and one loss.
On Saturday, Laurier played host
to the Waterloo Warriors at Budd
Park. The Hawks had to settle for a 1 -
1 tie. Although the forward line
displayed some fancy footwork and
excellent passing, they had trouble
capitalizing on their scoring
opportunities.
The match was a physical bout in
which the referee made frequent
calls to discipline the action of the
players. This physical play proved
injurious to Hawk player Barry
McLean, who was taken out of the
game on a stretcher.
Close to the end of the first half,
Waterloo forward Liam McFarlane
closed in on Laurier goalie Steve
Webb. Webb went for the ball but the
referee ruled that he did so in a
manner that impeded the player.
McFarlane scored on the awarded
penalty shot and the Hawks found
themselves down 1-0 at the half.
In the second half, Laurier's
persevering efforts paid off. The
Hawks caught their opponents off
guard as they speedily advanced the
ball up the field. Scott Patriquin
scored the equalizer for the Hawks.
He pounced on a rebound from a
shot by Rich Sutter that hit the
crossbar and quickly dumped the
ball in the open net.
Later in the half, Webb came up
with a key save on another Waterloo
penalty shot.
Coach Barry Lyon expressed his
regret at the outcome of the game,
stating that "If you don't score, you
don't deserve to win".
In spite of the final score, the team,
led by Manny Apolinario, showed
good hustle and good spirit.
The second game of the regular
season turned out to be a
disappointment for our soccer
Hawks, as the McMaster Marauders
edged them 1-0 in a game played
Sunday afternoon.
The heat of competition between
the two teams brought about some
hostility which became apparent in a
few boisterous confrontations. The
play, however, seemed cleaner than
that of the prior day's game against
Waterloo.
The game's first and only goal was
scored by Mac's Rich Buffa. Laurier
could not connect because Mac
blocked many shots, but when they
did have the ball they held on to it for
too long.
Goaltender Steve W ebb played
another strong game for the Hawks,
and kept th<:' Hawks in the gan i<* with
his clutch play.
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Sports
Quiz
by Dave Stacey
1 .Which Formula 1 racing team
has dominated the 1984 racing
season and what are the team's
colours?
2.What Canadian horse, in 1983,
became only the seventh horse in
history to win the Triple Crown of
harness racing?
3.Give the name of each member
of the 1983 world curling
champions and their positions.
4.What talented Brazilian won the
world driving championship in
1981 and 1983?
s.What Canadian university did
Jamie Bone star for?
6.What was the last team to win
the Grey Cup on their home field
and in what year
did they do it?
7W hat was the name of the yacht
that won the America's Cup in
1983? What was the name of the
defeated yacht?
B.What sport was Canadian Susan
hatrass a multi-time world
champion in?
9.1! you were attending the FA Cup
final, what sport would you be
watching and what stadium would
you be in?
10.What was the only hHL team to
fall behind by 3 games in the Stanley
Cup final series and thenwin the next
4 straight to win the cup?
I 1.1 he Stacey stumper: Two Italian
soccer teams. AC and Inter, share
the same city to complete their full
names. W hat is this Italian City?
Answers
i.McLaren,orangeanciwhite
2.RalphHanover
3.Pirst-N'ilHarrison,second-John
Kawtija.third-PaulSavage.skip-Ed
Y\•>renich
4.kelsonPiquet
5.1hit'UniversityofWesternOntario
b.TheMontrealAlouettes.1977
7.Australia11.Iiberty
B.Tiapshooting
9.Soccer.WembleyStadium
10.TheTorontoMapleLeafs
!I.Milan
Sideline
by Theresa Kelly
With just one special OQAA meeting to discuss possible
restructuring within the league out of the way, the Big Four
appears almost a certainty for next season. The four schools-
Western, Toronto, McGill and Queen's-are all preparing proposals
for the next special meeting on September 26 but with a new
constitution already mentioned by Queen's, is there really any
doubt in anyone's mind about the outcome?
The whole controversy began last May at the annual OCIAA
meeting. A special committee of four members made a
presentation before the general meeting. Needless to say, the
members were shocked by the suggestions made by the four
schools. A new committeewas set up by the OCIAA to try to find
alignment alternatives that would please all members.
The past four months of work that the committee has done has
been in vain. Hopes of finding a compromise which would allow
competition between the four schools while at the same time
preserving the integrity of the OCIAA are quickly disappearing. At
the expense of the other schools, the elite are determined to
become even more elite.
A new league within the CIACI that featured the four schools
exclusively would force a realignment of the other schools which
would put a further financial burden on them, especially the smaller
ones. The East and West divisions in basketball, soccer, rugby and
volleyball would be a grouping of survivors of the present OCIAA
rather than taking in geographic location.
The idea is suitable because the four schools share philosophies
on college athletics and size of varsity program. All four schools
have at least 32 teams. Quantity does not necessarily mean quality.
In football, the last "Big Four" team to win the Vanier Cup was
Queen's in 1978. McGill has never won the title in the Cup's
fourteen-year history. The last four finals have crowned four
different champions — Acadia ('79 and '81), Alberta ('80), (J.B.C.
('B2), and Calgary ('B3). Toronto only won the Cup once, in 1965.
Western was a three-time winner in 1971^1976 and 1977.
The present format does not allow two of
the four schools to
meet in the Vanier Cup. A new league within the CIAG would not
change this fact unless the four schools devised their own exclusive
championship.
Queen's position can be summed up in one short phrase-the
most for their money. By competing against just three schools,
they can arrange the schedules in order to have 5.0r 6 teams
compete at one time
— for example hockey, curling, swimming,
badminton and water polo — to minimize travel costs. All the athletes
will be packed in onebus and sent to Western for a day ofcompetition.
Of course, there is speculation that the threat of forming a new
league is just a bargaining tool to organize the lucrative football
foursome. The schools could decide to accept the proposal of tiered
basketball, football and volleyball in order to have their own football
league. Yet given Queen's firm stand on the situation, this is doubtful.
The real concern now is not whether the four schools will pull out to
form their own league, but how many other big schools could be
persuaded to follow suit. How long will schools like McMaster, Ottawa,
Guelph, Waterloo, and York be contentto play with the less competitive
universities? At present these schools want to remain in theOCIAA but
this could change depending on the type of sponsorship and profits
that the Big Four plan to have.
Women shut out
Special to the Cord
in the pouring rain, on Thursday
September 13, the WLCI women s
varsity soccer team piayed their
second exhibition game at Bechtel
Park. The strong, well-established
Waterloo Juniors took the game 3-0.
Despite the loss, Laurier played a
strong game. The game was played
in both ends of t'ne field with many
scoring opportunities for both
teams. The well-organized plays and
exceptional team work was the
Waterloo Juniors' best asset.
Although played in less than ideal
soccer conditions, the game
provided invaiuabie experience for
the team. With practises held daily at
6:15 a.m. on a wet field, it is difficult
to create a game situation for the
inexperienced team members.
This season's seven-game
schedule pits the Hawks against
teams with at least one season of
varsity soccer under their belts.
Western, the Hawks' first opponent,
has had a women's soccer team for
seven years. Coach Horace Braden
remains optimistic about the season
saying, "we're inexperienced but
hoping to improve with each game."
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A NIGHT OF
FUNK
Sat., Sept. 22
I
It's a
-4k LADIES' NIGHT
A WITH
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- CREAM -
Downstairs at the CITY HOTEL
Across from Waterloo Square
For Information PHONF. 886-3480
no cover charge
DRESS CODE
Forde Studio is proud to have
been selected again by
WLUSU to photograph the
WLU graduating class of
1984-85.
As in past years, we promise
to live up to our reputation of
fine photography and
excellent service.
Please watch for additional
information about bookings.
It's good to be back!
| READING
SKILLS
MONDAYS 1 1:30 - 12:30
WORKSHOP!
Sept.24, Oct. 1 and 15
Room PIOOS
THURSDAYS 2:30 - 3:30' R 7
Sept. 27, Oct. 4 and 11
M X
Room PI 005 —-k—'—&
• Are you concerned about your reading efficiency?
• Do you need to know how to 'get through that 600 page
textbook you just bought?
• Do you read a
whole chapter but then forget what it was about?
The READING SKJLLS workshop series will assess your current
reading rate and through practical exercises help you improve
efficiency, comprehension and accuracy, its free, but please sign
up in the Student Services
Centre, (Jpper Floor.
L
Instructor: Sarah Kolasiewicz
Study Skills I'logmni
Athletes paid to play?
MONTREAL (C(JP) — Concordia University's athletics
department has been found guilty of making indirect
payments to its varsity athletes, a confidential report has
revealed.
The report is from an internal investigation launched
last December following stories in the university's
student newspaper, The Link which showed varsity
athletes were paid under the table to play for Concordia.
The report says the athletic department paid for some
athletes' books, tuitionand living expenses, helped them
find high-paying student jobs, lent them money and
promised potential recruits "pocket money".
Concordia faces stiff penalties from theCIACJ overthe
issue.
This summer the CIACJ found Brandon University in
Manitoba guilty of paying its athletes. The university was
put on one year's probation. None of the university's
teams can appear in televised matches and if the
institution violates any more rules, the CIACJ plans to
throw the teams out of university athletics.
"Some of the top CIACJ officials are ex-employees of
the Concordia athletics department, so don t count on
them to take any action," says a Concordia coach who
asked not to be identified.
When The Link originally published the allegations
last year, the CIACJ said itwould wait for the investigator's
report before taking any action.
The investigation committee, headed by recently
elected Conservative MP Marcel Danis, says men's
basketball players were given work through the
university's student work programme.
"The university is led to believe that the student work
programme is available to all students," the report
states, "when in fact, it clearly serves the ends of the
athletics department in general and varsity athletes in
particular."
The report also reveals since 1981, recipients of
student work jobs have been overpaid and often did not
work at all.
The report says money from the summer sports
leagues and camps run by staff in the summer is
unaccounted for by the university staff.
Since the report's release, the Concordia summer
basketball league, run by a Concordia coach for
Montreal area teams, has been cancelled without
explanation. Basketball coach Doug Daigneault has
refused to comment.
The committee blames no one person for the
department's wrongdoings but it recommends a series
of financial safeguards be adopted to halt further abuse.
Ed Enos, the athletic director who has been
embroiled in controversy this past year over his
management of the department, refused to comment
on the findings.
scoreboard
OOAA FOOTBALL
Saturday's Results
Western 39 Toronto 36
McMaster 32 Laurier 6
Windsor 31 Waterloo 3
Sunday's Result
York 1 ] Guelph 7
Future Games
Saturday
Laurier at Toronto
Western at McMaster
Windsor at Guelph
York at Waterloo
Saturday's Results
Bishop's 39 Queen's 36
Concordia 15 Carleton 13
AAcGill 17 Ottawa 8
Future Games
Saturday
Concordia at Bishop's
Queen's at McGill
Ottawa at Carleton
OUAA RUGBY
Saturday's Results
Western 35 McMaster 3
Guelph 24 Brock 0
Waterloo 35 Laurier 0
ACIAA
Saturday's Results
Acadia 14 St. Francis X 12
Mt. Allison 24 St. Mary's 7
Future Games
Saturday
St. Francis X at Mt. Allison
Acadia at St. Mary's
WIFL
Friday's Results
(J.B.C. 43 Manitoba 1 1
Calgary 43 Alberta 36
Future Games
Friday
Saskatchewan at
Calgary
Saturday
CJ.B.C. at Alberta
OUAA Soccer
Saturday's Results
RMC 0 Toronto 0
McMaster 4 Brock 1
Laurier 1 Waterloo 1
Western 2 Windsor 0
Laurentian 4 York 1
Sunday's Results
Waterloo 4 Brock 0
McMaster 1 Laurier 0
RMC 1 York 0
Toronto 2 Laurentian 2
Windsor 1 Guelph 0
hawk talk
Football
WLG at Toronto
September 22 at 2:00 p.m.
WLG vs. York
September 29 at 2:00 p.m.
Seagram Stadium
Men's soccer
WLG vs Sienna Heights (exhibition)
September 22 at 7:00 p.m.
Budd Park
WLG at Brock
September 23 at 1:00 p.m.
WLG at Waterloo
September 27 at 7:00 p.m.
Women's soccer
WLG at Brock
September 22 at 2:00 p.m.
WLG at Guelph
September 28 at 7:00 p.m
Rugby
WL(J at Brock
September 22 at 2:00 p.m
WLG vs McMaster
September 29 at 2:00 p.m,
Columbia field
Women's tennis
September 21 and 22
Four-team tournament
Northfield Racquet Club
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sports
G W L T F A PTS
Western 1 1 0 0 39 36 2
McMaster 1 1 0 0 32 6 2
Windsor 1 1 0 0 31 3 2
York 1 10 0 117 2
Toronto 1 0 1 0 36 39 0
Guelph 10 10 7 110
Laurier 10 10 6 32 0
Waterloo 10 10 3 31 0
O-QIFC G W L T F A PTS
Bishop's 11 0 0 39 36 2
McGill 11 0 0 17 8 2
Concordia 1 1 0 0 15 13 2
Queen's 10 1 0 36 39 0
Carleton 1 0 1 0 13 15 0
Ottawa 10 10 8 17 0
WEST
G W L T F A PTS
Waterloo 1 1 0 0 35 o 2
Western 1 1 0 0 35 3 2
Guelph 1 1 0 0 24 0 2
McMaster 1 0 1 0 3 35 0
Brock 1 0 1 0 0 24 0
Laurier 1 0 1 0 0 35 0
G W L T F A PTS
Mt. Allison i 1 0 0 24 "7 2
Acadia 1 j 0 0 14 12 2
St. Francis 1 0 1 0 12 14 0
St. Mary's 1 0 1 0 7 24 0
G W L T F A PTS
Calgary 2 2 0 0 65 38 4
Sask. 2 2 0 0 51 21 4
Alberta 2 1 1 0 63 61 2
U.B.C. 3 1 2 0 50 61 2
Manitoba 3 0 3 0 45 93 0
West G W L T F A Frs
McMaster 2 2 0 0 5] 4
Waterloo 2 1 0 15] 3
Western 11 0 0 2 q 2
Windsor 2 1 1 0 1 2 2
Laurier 2 0 1 1 1 2 1
Guelph 1 0 1 0 0 ] 0
Brock 2 0 2 0 1 5 0
■ Prep. Courses for
b
<
Dec. 1 LSAT
3 5 Jan. 26 GMAT
-J O for infa iiidiinii call I
(416) 665-3377
i "jl —-
YUKON JACK ATTACK S.
TheBearBite.
Uai
"
'i^
6
oversee.
|H
The black sheepofCanadian liquors.Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.
For more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES,
Box 2710, Postal Station "U," Toronto, Ontario MBZ SPI.
|p*The
Razor Edge
Men's & Women's Hairstyling
00 Men $7.00 Women $7.50 I
Complete with Blow Dry
Monday - Closed
Tuesday-Friday - 8:30-6:00
Saturday - 8:00-3:30
28 University Ave. East
Across from Church's Fried Chicken
886-2060
•..-
-xSixv
. .:.^.: >/.;.;:v:
:>.x.x::::.v.: :. ;
STEVE MARTIN LILY TOMLIN
ALLOFME
The comedy that proves
that one's a crowcl.
' .KINGS ROAD STEPHEN FRIEDMAN -, - sCARL REINER ■ 'All OF ME
•-. RhIHARD lIBERTINI VICTORIA TENNANI „> u.v , >.
«• « * :•■ ED DAVIS s : HENRY OIEK >.»««, *PH!I AIDEN ROBINSON
| v. s PATRICK WUMft ■ PHIL AIDEN ROBIMSON •- -* STEPHEN FRIEDMAN
:• j,CARL RE'NER «"•-«!'«■ •.•>■•■• •
Opening September 21, 1984
Check your local listings for details
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￿ ￿ M 4 student union
112
I THURSDAY, FRIDA Y, B,G screen and Win- I
1 1 SA TURDA Y action this Scree« I
A I VIDEOS with SAM board
e* I |
II I & Willison Screen Sports I
II MONDA Y 24th WEDNESDAY 26th
~ I I
H I Turret Big Screen - I
| I Toronto vs. Boston Bpm Turret Big Screen - Toronto I
II I
____
vs
-
Boston Bpm I
| I TUESDAY 25th Willison Screen - Breathless I
I I Turret Big Screen - I
| I Toronto vs. Boston Bpm I
I WLUSU SkilAi rLtermelonl
I Typing Service FRIDAY NIGHT FeXal
I AT THE MOVIES
Friday
| -Essays, Theses, Work Reports, WARGAMES Sept - 21 I
| Resumes, Business Letters Rm iei Bpm $2 I outdoor patio |H
HI
_
by Student II
if ( Union Bldy, H
!• ALL YEAR Good for the rest I (Concourse 111
111 DAQQ of the year (18 movies) if rain) I II
111 B A Jk
"MOO
for jus j j
II
HI I I $12.50 Listen to I
ill If I Limited number available J"^!6
.
|
I Development Fund CI -----
a
~
fffj ! p 1 /[ SOUn<^
II | || u\/ '• (i.e. John Cougar
|| I Contributions & Springsteen)
111 I Second Information session will V
II iz!»p'^Ti^'?E^y
tember
mm
II
Refunds |liW7 \ -jIwSSIwJ
H I Development Fund Refund \ '. / I
Applications will be made available I I \ A
#
Join us I
beginning Sept. 24 and collections Illa
v beginning 12 noon M
111 ! continue until Oct. 12 1984. ILV for lunch, good
111
Fre e watermelon to
conversation, all in attendance
